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Through this research, the roles of regulatory focus alongside counterfactual and 
semifactual thinking are examined in the context of behavioral finance, in particular – 
disposition effect. Disposition effect is observed when investors sell winning stocks 
too quickly and hold on to losing stocks for too long (Odean 1998) More specifically, 
we propose that disposition effect in the stock investment is moderated by regulatory 
focus as well as the counterfactual and semifactual thoughts that are generated. We 
predict that promotion-focus tend to display disposition effect under falling stock 
prices (losing stocks) while prevention-focus conversely displays disposition effect 
under rising stock prices (winning stocks). In addition, we examine evidence of 
disposition effect in the short term (speculative investments) and long term 
(fundamental or value investments). 
 
Two studies are proposed for this research – the first study examines how choice 
decisions and outcome valence (success, failure and non-event) can generate 
counterfactual, semifactual and factual thoughts, inducing affective, attribution, and 
attitudinal responses in consumer purchase context; while the second study looks to 
explore how disposition effect in stock investment is transpired as a result of the roles 
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CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION 
 
 




Consider the multiple instances you had regretted a particular decision or had wished that an 
outcome was different. Yes, all of us are guilty of conjuring up thoughts of “What ifs” and 
“Only ifs” whether we like it or not – this ability to imagine versions of actual occurrences 
appear to be a pervasive, perhaps even essential, feature of our mental lives (Roese and Olson 
1995; Hofstadter 1979, 1985). Then, there are situations where “even if” we had chosen an 
alternative decision, the outcome would have still been the same. The interaction between 
choices and its consequences establishes the varied circumstances to which these cognitive 
processes are conceived and sets in motion the formation of multiple effects with bearings on 
attitudes, attribution, and affective responses. To this end, researchers and marketers would 
potentially stand to gain and be better off with a better understanding of the influences on 
choice that is triggered from the manipulation of counterfactual and semifactual thoughts and 
more so, the conditions that drive these thoughts. This insight can be stretched further by 
influencing the thoughts generated in response to anticipated events (Gleicher et. al. 1995) 
and in so doing, influencing attitudes and future behavior.  
 
Beyond this, we consider the concept of self regulatory focus which suggests that the two 
chief strategies of promotion and prevention influences the decisions and actions made by 
individuals in various circumstances (Higgins 1987, Higgins 1997, 1998). In our proposed 
research, we believe that these strategies would have a significant influence over the 
generation of cognitive processes such as counterfactual as well as semifactual thinking. 
While having had focused the role of counterfactual and semifactual thinking in the 
marketing consumer context, we proposed to take our research to explore the vivid and 
interesting field of behavioral finance. More specifically, we examine how the promotion and 
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prevention strategies of regulatory focus impact short and long term stock investment 
decisions from a “disposition effect” perspective – the tendency to which investors choose to 
sell winning stocks too early and to hold losing stocks for too long (Odean 1998). Through 
the influence of regulatory focus, we will also explore the affective responses of cheerfulness 
and sadness, as well as relief and anxiety when individuals are primed to behave in 
promotion-focused or prevention-focused conditions. 
 
In this research paper, two studies will be explored, with the first on how choices and its 
consequents can affect the generation of counterfactual, semifactual and factual thoughts in a 
marketing context, while the second study will shift its focus to an investment context 
examining how regulatory focus can influence the generation of counterfactual and 
semifactual thoughts as well as how it can encourage or inhibit disposition effect in short-and 
long-term investments. 
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2 Literature Review and Hypotheses
 
In this section, we will elaborate on study 1 which provides a framework towards 
understanding Counterfactual and Semifactual thinking in greater detail as well as the 
literature review for such cognitive processes. It is further elaborated with Study 2 which then 
builds upon the literature review to develop the hypotheses that structures this study. 
 
 






“Unrealized possibility ultimately roots in the mind-correlative capabilities of the real.” 
 




Post-Outcome Thoughts: Factual Thoughts vs. Non-Factual Thoughts 
After a purchase is made, there are probably a bunch of thoughts that goes through the mind 
of a consumer. Instinctively, factual thoughts are generated about the factual situation. 
Factual thinking generates thoughts that help describe a factual or an actual situation (Byrne 
and Tasso 1999; Fillenbaum 1974; Johnson-Laird and Byrne 1991). It articulates and 
presupposes the facts for what they are, without warping any truths. Both antecedents (events 
leading up to the outcome) and outcomes (the eventual consequent) are held true (Goodman 
1947). Examples of factual thoughts include I bought the latest Nike Cross-Trainer shoes and 
I chose to buy this laptop for its compact size. Besides factual thoughts, individuals tend to 
introduce presupposed possibilities as well as conditionals to factual thoughts, which lead to 
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the generation of non-factual thoughts. Goodman (1947) highlighted two groups of non-
factual thoughts, namely, counterfactual and semifactual thoughts.  
 
Counterfactual Thinking 
Have you ever conceived some of these thoughts? “If only I had taken on an extended 
warranty, I would not have to bear the costs for repair my computer…or what if I had made 
reservations for this popular diner instead of making my way here to realize that it has been 
fully booked for the entire night.” This is a familiar set of pervasive thoughts that we 
conceive in everyday situations (e.g. Byrne 1997; Kahneman & Miller 1986; Roese & Olson 
1995; Spellman 1997; Hofstadter 1979, 1985). Consumers are reluctant to be contented with 
the status quo, often opting and yearning to steer away from a particular outcome. They do so 
by changing several events or decisions leading up to the eventual consequent. This “process 
of looking back at events and thinking how things could have turned out differently” is also 
known as counterfactual thinking (Krishnamurthy and Sivaraman 2002).  
 
In fact, “for any factual situation, a potentially finite set of counterfactual alternatives can be 
constructed,” (McCloy and Bryne 2002). Counterfactual thoughts tend to be conditional 
statements focusing on outcomes – both past and present. Roese and Olson (1993) regarded 
counterfactuals as “examples of logical propositions called conditionals, containing both an 
antecedent and a consequent.” For counterfactuals, a pre-requisite is the falsity of both its 
antecedents and factual outcomes (Goodman 1947).  
 
Origins 
Dating back to as early as the Greek philosophers, the suppositions of counterfactual thinking 
were examined. Over the years, extensive research has been covered from the philosophical 
(e.g. Rescher 1964, 1979; Lewis 1973; Nute 1980) to the psychological (e.g. Carpenter 1973; 
Revlis and Hayes 1972; Fillenbaum 1974) perspectives. Research on counterfactual thinking, 
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in the social psychological perspective, was primarily triggered off by Kahneman and 
Tversky’s (1982a) seminal work. His research has since paved the way for an extensive range 
of studies and literature relating to counterfactual thinking in the field of social psychology 
and more recently, in the field of marketing. Counterfactual thinking has also been a concept 
closely related to norm theory (e.g. McGill 1993; Thibaut and Kelley 1959) and casual 
inference (e.g. Kahneman and Varey 1990; Mackie 1974; White 1990).  
 
To date, relatively little research has been conducted on counterfactual thinking in the 
marketing perspective (e.g. Roese 2000; Cooke, Meyvis, and Schwartz 2001; Krishnamurthy 
and Sivaraman 2002; Walchli and Landman 2003). Some recent research in the field of 
marketing includes studies by Cooke, Meyvis and Schwartz (2001) on the role of 
counterfactual thinking in purchase timing decisions, and by Krishnamurthy and Sivaraman 
(2002) on counterfactual thinking on advertising responses.  
 
Mechanisms Driving Counterfactual Thinking 
With counterfactual thoughts, there are two major components that constitute its structure – 
antecedents and outcomes. Roese and Olson (1997) provided a comprehensive study on the 
antecedents and outcomes of counterfactual thinking. The term, mutability, was developed by 
Kahneman and Miller (1986) to express the extent to which antecedents are similar or 
dissimilar to the outcome. Roese and Olson (1995) defined mutability as “the relative ease 
with which elements of reality can be cognitively altered to construct a counterfactual 
statement.” An extensive collection of social psychological research on counterfactual 
thinking has shown that the degree of mutability of counterfactual situations is dependent on 
some aspects of the factual situations.  
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Here are some of such situations. It has been found that it is easier to mutate counterfactual 
thoughts in events when encountering actions that are unusual (or exceptional), rather than 
routine (or normal) actions (e.g. Gavanski and Wells 1989; Kahneman and Tversky 1982a; 
Johnson 1986; Kahneman and Miller 1986; Miller and McFarland, 1986); events that are 
focal rather than in the background (e.g. Kahneman and Miller 1986; Kahneman and Tversky 
1982a); events that occur in the initial stages in a chain of events (e.g. Miller and 
Gunasegaram 1990; Wells, Taylor, and Turtle 1987); events within their voluntary control 
rather than those outside their control (e.g. Girrotto, Legrenzi, and Rizzo 1991; Markman, 
Gavanski, Sherman, and McMullen 1995; McCloy and Byrne 2000); and events involving 
action rather than inactions (e.g. Roese and Olson 1997; Tetlock and Belkin 1996).   
 
In Roese and Olson’s (1995) study, the research highlighted two stages to the generation of 
counterfactual thinking. These two stages are counterfactual availability and semantic 
content (cf. Gleicher et al. 1990; Miller, Turnbull, and McFarland 1990). Counterfactual 
availability is defined as “the mere consideration that a factual outcome might not have 
occurred,” and semantic content as “the means by which some alternative outcome might 
have been brought about or the imaginative alteration of a mutable, factual antecedent that 
might have led to another outcome.” To this end, motivation and mutability were elaborated 
to be the sets of factors affecting these two stages to the generation of counterfactual thinking. 
The former set of factors is distinguished to be outcome-based, which includes factors like 
expectancy, outcome valence, closeness and involvement; the latter set of factors, which is 
antecedent-based, includes factors like exceptionality, salience, controllability, dynamics and 
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Types of Counterfactuals 
Variations in outcomes and antecedents result in the generation of different directions and 
structures respectively of counterfactual thoughts. Outcomes, which are typically identified 
as successes (or positive) and failures (or negative), tend to forge downward and upward 
counterfactual thoughts respectively (Markman et al. 1993). Downward counterfactual 
thinking takes place when success outcomes are mentally undone (e.g. If I had not practiced 
as frequently, I might have failed the driving test); the mental undoing of failure outcomes is 
termed as upward counterfactual thinking (e.g. If only I had more practice, I would not have 
failed the driving test) (Gleicher et al. 1990).  
 
Classified with regards to antecedents, there are three possible variations to counterfactual 
thinking, namely, uphill, downhill and horizontal changes (Kahneman and Tversky 1982a). 
The authors also proposed that downhill changes are more common than uphill or horizontal 
changes. In an akin fashion, but independent of the normality versus exceptionality 
dimension, Roese and Olson (1993a) proposed that counterfactual thoughts can be 
distinguished into additive, subtractive or substitutional forms. Similar to Kahneman and 
Tversky’s (1982a) uphill changes, additive counterfactual structures are those that “add new 
elements in order to reconstruct reality” (e.g. If only I had studied harder, my grades would 
have been better). Subtractive counterfactual structures (similar to downhill changes) 
“remove elements to reconstruct reality” (e.g. If I had not played too much computer games, 
my grades would have been better). A substitutional structure surfaces when these structures 
(i.e. additive and subtractive) are combined so that an addition replaces a subtraction” (e.g. If 
only I had studied harder instead of playing too much computer games, my grades would 
have been better).  
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Consequences of Counterfactual Thinking 
Roese and Olson (1995) provided a comprehensive study and coverage on the various 
psychological and behavioral consequences when engaging in counterfactual thinking. They 
include affective responses, social judgments, self-inferences, expectancies, and behaviors. 
The authors highlighted that counterfactual thoughts influence these consequences through 
both contrast and causal-inference effects. Contrast effects builds on Kahneman and Miller’s 
(1986) norm theory, and the amplifications to the consequences take place when causes are 
abnormal. Simply, a given outcome will be deemed to be worse off when a more desirable 
comparison is salient, and better off when a less desirable comparison is salient (e.g. Schwarz 
and Bless 1992; Sherif and Hovland 1961; Dermer, Cohen, Jacobsen, and Anderson 1979). 
The other way counterfactual thinking is influenced is through casual-inferences based on the 
scenario generated. For instance, individuals may generate regret to the extent that they 
believe a particular event is the cause of the negative outcome (Roese and Olson 1995). At 
times, these two effects may produce conflicting consequences (e.g. Boninger et al. 1994 and 
Gleicher et al. 1995).  
 
The affective responses derived from the generation of counterfactual thoughts have always 
been of great interest to researchers. As with past studies, it has been found that some 
affective responses can be predicted from generating counterfactual thinking (e.g. Kahneman 
and Miller 1986). Counterfactual thinking influences the presence of some feelings like 
elation, regret, guilt and shame.  
 
It is also noted that counterfactual thinking has been observed to amplify affect, especially 
with the more ‘counterfactual’ emotions, such as happiness (e.g. Johnson, 1986), or more 
significantly, regret (e.g. Johnson 1986; Kahneman and Miller 1986, Kahneman and Tversky 
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1982b; Landman 1987, 1993; Medvec, Madey, and Gilovich 1995; Meyers-Levy and 
Maheswaren 1992; Zeelenberg, van Dijk, van der Pilgt, Manstead, van Empelen, and 
Reinderman 1998). The presence of counterfactual thinking manipulation is observed to 
produce affective amplification in the domain of postpurchase behavior. In Tsiros and 
Mittal’s (2000) research on regret and its antecedents, they found that counterfactual thoughts 
are the cognitive mechanism by which regret occurs. As with Walchli and Landman’s (2003) 
study, it was found that postpurchase regret was higher when counterfactual thoughts were 
present but this effect was not reliably translated to postpurchase relief. Other supporting 
studies (e.g. McCloy and Byrne 2002) have shown that the generation of counterfactual 
thoughts increases affective responses like regret and decreases levels of satisfaction.  
 
Taking into account the types of counterfactual thoughts, past studies reflect that upward 
counterfactuals are likely to evoke unpleasant feelings, especially regret (e.g. Gleicher et al. 
1990; Zeelenberg et al. 1998; Landman 1987; Kahneman and Tversky 1982b).  
 
Another consequent of counterfactual thinking is in the aspect of attribution and causality. 
Counterfactual thinking lends credence to causality, responsibility and blame (e.g. Macrae 
1992; Miller and Turnbull 1990; N’Gbala and Branscombe 1995; Wells and Gavanski 1989). 
Other related effects generated by counterfactual thoughts include casual ascriptions (e.g. 
Wells and Gavanski 1989), self-inferences (e.g. Roese and Olson 1993b), sympathy, and 
victim compensation (e.g. Miller and McFarland 1986). 
 
Semifactual Thinking 
Pause for a moment and consider this thoughts: “Even if I had taken on an extended warranty, 
it will not prevent my data from being lost when my harddisk crashes and becomes faulty…or 
While I have made reservations for this popular diner it still does not change the fact that my 
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date might not turn up.” While little has been explored of semifactual thinking as compared 
to counterfactual thinking, there is much value in studying such a cognitive process. This is 
especially so since both cognitive processes have, in some aspects, similar traits, but with 
each still possessing distinct characteristics that may potentially be useful for marketers to 
understand. Semifactual thinking was a term coined by Goodman (1983). While 
counterfactual thoughts highlight cases where both antecedents and outcomes are falsified, 
semifactual thoughts are cases where only the antecedents are falsified and the consequent 
holds true. That is to say semifactual thoughts undo the antecedent but not the actual outcome. 
So while variations in its antecedents would produce additive, subtractive and substitutional 
forms of semifactual thoughts, there are no variations in outcomes. This suggests that the 




Consequences of Semifactual Thinking 
To date, only a handful of research has been conducted with regards to how semifactual 
thinking influences affect (e.g. Boninger et al. 1994; Branscombe et al. 1996; McCloy and 
Byrne 2002). While it has been observed that the generation of counterfactual thoughts 
effectively increases responses of regret and decreases levels of satisfaction, this is held 
conversely true in the case of semifactual thoughts, which decreases responses of regret and 
increases levels of satisfaction (e.g. McCloy and Byrne 2002). 
 
In semifactual assertions, the outcomes are somewhat identical to factual outcomes and thus 
semifactual thoughts are unlikely to influence emotions through contrast effects between that 
of a factual outcome and an imagined alternative outcome. However, based on events 
generated, semifactual thoughts may influence affective responses through causal inferences 
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(e.g. Boninger et al. 1994; Branscombe et al. 1996; McCloy and Byrne 2002). For instance, 
individuals may respond with regret towards an antecedent, simply because they believe that 
it was the cause of a failure outcome. However, semifactual thinking may result in reducing 
the perceived causality held by the antecedent, which in turns reduces negative emotions. 
 
Choice Decision and Outcome Valence 
It is apparent with extant literature reviewed, that two of the highly-emphasized factors that 
drive both counterfactual and semifactual thoughts are its antecedents and outcomes. 
Counterfactual thinking involves the mutation of antecedents to derive a different outcome 
while semifactual thinking speculates possible mutation of antecedents but does not shift 
away from the original outcome. Choice decision made by an individual is one such 
antecedent, amidst many others that this study will focus on; and outcome is a factor inherent 
in every consumer purchase (Walchli and Landman 2003). 
 
Outcome valence has been typically manipulated and tested only with successes and failures 
(e.g. Gavanski and Wells 1989; Gilovich 1983; Kahneman and Miller 1986) though in some 
instances, like the study by Markman et al. (1993) had, framed outcome valences as a win, as 
a loss or as neutral. More recently, Walchli and Landman (2003) also introduced a neutral-
outcome valence in their research.  
 
Reactions to success versus failure outcomes have been established to be asymmetrical 
(Taylor 1991). Failure outcomes tend to generate more active, effortful and directed 
cognitions compared to success outcomes. This is intuitive as failures are regarded as 
undesirable and “state of affairs that must be rectified instantly” (Roese and Olson 1995).  
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People spontaneously engage in more counterfactual thinking after negative outcomes than 
they do after positive outcomes (e.g. Gavanski and Wells 1989; Gilovich 1983; Landman 
1987; Wells et al. 1987; Gleicher et al. 1990; Markman et al. 1993; Sanna and Turley 1996; 
Tsiros and Mittal 2000). Counterfactual thoughts are likely to be generated after negative 
outcomes, and after disconfirm expectancies (e.g. Kaluer and Migulla 1995; Roese and Olson 
1997; Sanna and Turley 1996). In addition, it was found that both highly-involved consumers 
and those confronted by near-misses of positive outcomes tend to engage in more 
counterfactual thinking (e.g. Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran 1992). 
 
Roese and Olson (1993a) suggested that additive and subtractive counterfactual thoughts may 
be generated with equivalent frequencies but is dependent on outcome valences of success 
and failure. However, Miller and Ross (1975) noted that the perceptions of success and 
failure outcomes do occasionally diverge in some situations.  
2.1.2 Development of Hypotheses
 




(C) Research Design 
The experimental study was developed using a 3 (Prime: Counterfactual Thinking vs. 
Semifactual Thinking vs. Control or No Prime) x 2 (Choice Decision: Brand A being the 
targeted brand with the power surge protector vs. Brand B being an alternative brand without 
the power surge protector) x 3 (Outcome Valence: Success vs. Non-event vs. Failure) 
between-subjects design. More specifically, the nature of the prime, choice decision and 
outcome valence were operationalized as between-subjects measures. This study was 
designed to test if choice decisions could be influenced by thought manipulation; as well as 
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the interaction between choice decision and outcome valence on measures like thought 
generation (factual vs. non-factual, valence of thoughts), affective responses, attribution, 
attribution, and future purchase intentions. 
 
Experimental Procedures 
A total of three hundred and sixty undergraduates from Business School at the National 
University of Singapore participated in this study for course credit. The design had 18 cells 
making up of 3 (Manipulation: Counterfactual Thinking vs. Semifactual Thinking vs. Control 
or No Prime) x 2 (Choice Decision: Brand A being the targeted brand with the power surge 
protector vs. Brand B being an alternative brand without the power surge protector) x 3 
(Outcome Valence: Success vs. Non-event vs. Failure). 18 sessions were required to to test 
the fill set up of the various conditions necessary for this study. Each session lasted 
approximately an hour long. The entire study was administered using a web-interface in a 
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Experimental Study 
Thought Manipulation 
 [ Counterfactual Thinking vs.  
Semifactual Thinking vs.  
No Prime/Control Group ] 
Choice Decision [ Stereo System ] 
[ Brand A (with surge protector) vs.  
Brand B (without surge protector) ] 
Outcome Valence 
[ Success vs. Non-event vs. Failure ] 
Attitudinal Evaluations towards Choice Brand 
Solicitation of Thoughts 
Attitudinal Evaluations towards Choice Brand 
Affective Responses 
[ Positive vs. Negative Affect, 
Satisfaction vs. Regret ] 
Attribution 
[ External vs. Internal ] 
Tests of Familiarity & Past Experience  
[ with Stereo System ] 
Filler Session 
Choice Decision [ Washing Machine ] 
[ Brand A (without surge protector) vs.  
Brand B (with surge protector) ] 
In summing up the entire process to which the experimental research was set up, Figure 2-1 
depicts the process of the entire experiment that subjects had to complete.   
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2.1.4 Summary of Research Findings
  
As a précis to this study, the findings of this research have provided reasonable evidence that 
the concepts behind the extensive research of counterfactual thinking can be applied 
analogously to better understand other cognitive processes such as semifactual and factual 
thinking. The more noteworthy implications derived here would include the potential thought 
manipulations on consumer choice decisions, the genre and mix of thoughts generated in the 
various permutations of choice and outcome as well as the responses in affect, attitudes, and 
attribution that arises. The multiple explorations and results of this study are perhaps best 
recapitulated in Table 2-1.     
 
Table 2-1: Summary of Hypotheses and Results 
Hypotheses Details Comparison Conclusion 
H1 
When primed to think counterfactually, the tendency to choose 
the brand with the power surge protector (Brand A) will be 
significantly higher compared to the conditions without prime. 
Choice Decision 
Counterfactual 














When primed to think semifactually, the tendency to choose the 
brand with the power surge protector (Brand A) will not be 
significantly different from the conditions without prime. 
Choice Decision 
Semifactual 




When encountered with failure outcomes, the generation of 
counterfactual thoughts will be predominantly generated, and 




Failure Outcomes > 



























When encountered with a failure outcome after choosing the 
brand (Brand B) without the surge protector (Outcome 6), the 
generation of counterfactual thoughts will be significantly higher 




Outcome 6 >  
Outcomes 1-5 
Supported 
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H4a 
When encountered with success outcomes, the generation of 
semifactual thoughts will be predominantly generated, and will 
be significantly higher than with non-event and failure 
outcomes. 
Semifactual Thoughts 
Success Outcomes > 









Success vs. Non-event:  
Supported 


























When encountered with a success outcome after choosing the 
brand (Brand B) without the surge protector (Outcome 4), the 
generation of semifactual thoughts will be significantly higher 
than with the other conditions (Outcomes 1-3, 5-6). 
Semifactual Thoughts 
Outcome 4 > Outcomes 
1-3, 5-6 

















When encountered with non-event outcomes, the generation of 
factual thoughts will be predominantly generated, and will be 
significantly higher than with success and failure outcomes. 
Factual Thoughts 
Non-event Outcomes > 









When encountered with success outcomes, positive 
postpurchase responses (comprising of affect [positive feelings 
and satisfaction], attribution [internal] and attitudes) towards the 
choice brand will be significantly higher than failure outcomes. 
Positive Postpurchase 
Responses  











When encountered with failure outcomes, negative 
postpurchase responses (comprising of affect [negative feelings 
and regret], attribution [external] and attitudes) towards the 
























































Within success outcomes, positive postpurchase responses 
(comprising of affect [positive feelings and satisfaction], 
attribution [internal] and attitudes) towards the choice brand will 
be significantly higher when accompanied with a “right” choice 
decision (Brand A/Outcome 1) than with a “lucky” choice (Brand 
B/Outcome 4).  
Success Outcomes & 
Positive Responses 
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H6d 
Within failure outcomes, negative postpurchase responses 
(comprising of affect [negative feelings and regret], attribution 
[external] and attitudes) towards the choice brand will be 
significantly higher when accompanied with an “unreliable” 
choice decision (Brand A/Outcome 3) than with a “wrong” 
choice (Brand B/Outcome 6). 
Failure Outcomes & 
Negative Responses 












When encountered with non-event outcomes, the tendency to 
choose the washing machine brand with the power surge 
protector (Brand B) will not be significantly different from choice 
of the brand without the power surge protector (Brand A). 
Future Purchase 
Decision & Non-event 
Outcomes  
Brand A = Brand B 
Only Supported in 
Outcome 5 
H7b 
When encountered with failure outcomes, past experience with 
a “wrong” product (Stereo System Brand B/Outcome 6) would 
have a greater tendency to choose the washing machine brand 
with the power surge protector (Brand B) compared to past 
experience with an “unreliable” product (Stereo System Brand 
A/Outcome 3). 
Future Purchase 
Decision & Failure 
Outcomes  
















When encountered with success outcomes, past experience 
with an “effective” product (Stereo System Brand A/Outcome 1) 
would have a greater tendency to choose the washing machine 
brand with the power surge protector (Brand B) compared to 
past experience with a “lucky” product (Stereo System Brand 
B/Outcome 4). 
Future Purchase 
Decision & Success 
Outcomes  
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2.2 Study 2: The Role of Regulatory Focus on Counterfactual and 





While Study 1 focused on introducing and setting the grounds for which counterfactual and 
semifactual thinking functions, this subsequent study will explore the dynamics influencing 
these cognitive processes a step further – by looking at the role regulatory focus can play to 
influence counterfactual and semifactual thoughts as well as how these processes can 
effectively be translated in a financial investment context, possibly displaying and lending an 






Regulatory Goal Focus – Promotion and Prevention Strategies 
In his earlier studies, Higgins (1987) had identified two kinds of motives – namely, “ideals” 
and “oughts”. Ideal motives refer to one’s hopes, wishes and aspirations while “ought” 
motives refer to one’s beliefs about their duties, responsibilities, and obligations.  
 
In later research, Higgins (1997, 1998) proposed that self regulatory systems can be described 
as promotion and prevention in nature. Promotion-focused systems normalize nurturance 
needs (as introduced by Adler 1927) and highlight the “ideal” motives relating to 
accomplishments and aspirations. Prevention-focused systems normalize security needs (as 
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Regulatory Goal Focus in Effect 
Higgins, Roney, Crowe and Hymes (1994) suggested that when primed with a promotional 
focus, one tends to seek approach strategies to attain desired outcomes as compared to 
adopting avoidance strategies. The reverse is true when primed with a prevention focus which 
emphasizes avoidance as the preferred strategy. 
 
It was also found that when information is framed, individuals with an independent self 
construal (promotion-focused) had a greater affiliation towards remembering information that 
was promotion-framed as compared to information that was prevention-framed Aaker and 
Lee (2001). In addition, individuals with an interdependent self construal (prevention-focused) 
would have a greater affiliation towards prevention-framed information as compared to 
promotion-framed information.  
 
Regulatory goal focus has also been proven to enhance memory for goal consistent 
information (Higgins and Tykocinski 1992). It also influences the perceived value in various 
objects (Higgins, Idson, Freitas, Speigel and Molden 2003). 
 
Individuals in the promotion system were found to be more motivated by outcomes that were 
framed as gains or non-gains whereas individuals in the prevention system were found to be 
more motivated by outcomes that were framed as losses or non-losses (Shah, Higgins and 
Friedman 1998).  
 
Success and failure outcomes in promotion-focused systems are reported to be associated 
with feelings of cheerfulness and sadness respectively, while successes and failure outcomes 
in prevent-focused systems leads to feelings of relief and anxiety (Higgins et al. 1986, Roney 
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et al. 1995). In fact, regulatory goal focus was noticed to heighten and intensifies the 
respective emotion levels (Idson, Liberman and Higgins 2000). 
 
 
Regulatory Goal Focus and Counterfactual Thinking 
To date, there are little and minimal research conducted on regulatory focus on counterfactual 
thinking and that of semifactual thinking. One of the few researches on this would include 
Roese and Pennington’s (1999) study that proposes that the action-versus-inaction effects of 
counterfactual thinking are moderated by regulatory focus. More specifically, promotion-
focused goals are associated with the “inaction” dimension of counterfactual thinking while 
prevention-focused goals are associated with the “action” dimension of counterfactual 
thinking. It was also proposed that promotion-focused goals moderate additive 
counterfactuals with causal sufficiency (occurs when a cause amongst other possible others 
that can bring about the same effect), whereas prevention-focused goals moderate subtractive 
counterfactuals with causal necessity (occurs when a cause is a requirement for the effect to 
take place). As it is, researches have yet to consider how regulatory focus may influence 
semifactual thinking alongside counterfactual thinking. 
 
Behavioral Finance and Disposition Effect 
Behavioral finance has been well studied area within the finance context, but increasingly 
more studies with relevance to social psychology as well as marketing are brought together to 
provide a better understanding and perhaps a holistic view towards appreciating how certain 
financial behaviors can be unraveled across cross-disciplinary concepts (see Barberis and 
Thaler 2002, Thaler 1985, Grant and Xie 2005).  
 
One prominent concept in behavioral finance is that of disposition effect; where investors 
tend to display the tendencies of selling winning stocks too quickly and holding on to losing 
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stocks for too long (Odean 1998). Shefin, H. M. and M. Statman (1985) gathered that this 
phenomenon is consistent with the shape of the value function postulated by prospect theory, 
which is concave for gains and convex for losses (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). 
 
Amongst the various concepts studied under behavioral finance, some have been attempted to 
relate the concept of regulatory focus to aid explain and provide a better understanding on 
why and how these financial behaviors take place. As such, let us examine some of these.  
 
Hedging is one such strategy in behavioral finance that has been studied in a few recent 
studies in relation to regulatory focus. Hedging is described as a strategy that investors use to 
sell half their stakes in a company to lock in gains while maintaining exposure; it involves 
offsetting one’s risk in a current position by taking on a counterbalancing position. (Grant 
and Xie 2005). The Oxford English Dictionary has it defined as “securing oneself against loss 
[on a bet or other speculation] by making transactions on the other side so as to compensate 
more or less for possible loss on the first.” Such tactics are often used to offset risks such as 
the variability of financing options, foreign currency fluctuations, uncertain corporate tax 
losses, and production management under uncertain demand. 
 
Lending to the role that regulatory systems play in hedging strategies, Grant and Xie (2005) 
found that individuals will have a tendency to examine “change” and “status quo”. More 
specifically, the locus of attention for promotion-focused individuals is “change” as a result 
of their need for advancement, necessitating the exploration of novel action. For prevention-
focused individuals, the locus of attention would be “status quo”, which results from their 
need to be vigilant in protecting the current outlook of the situations. 
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In this study, we propose to examine how the strategy of disposition effect under behavioral 





2.2.2 Development of Hypotheses
 
 
Effect of Regulatory Focus on the Generation of Counterfactual and Semifactual 
Thinking 
By definition, individuals who are promotion-focused tend to go after approach strategies 
involving change that aids them towards their desired goals (Higgins, Roney, Crowe and 
Hymes 1994). In addition, the research also suggests that when primed with a prevention 
focus, individuals tend to focus on avoidance as their preferred strategy, opting for less 
change, and are more contented with status quo. Now, consider the concept of counterfactual 
thinking and we find that individuals who conjure counterfactual thoughts are ones who seek 
to change their existing consequent by possibly altering some form of antecedents leading to 
the outcome. Let us also consider how semifactual thoughts are generated. Semifactual 
thinking is said to take place when individuals are contented with their resultant consequent 
or outcome and do not seek to deviate from its current status.  
 
When comparing these concepts, we reason that there are strong grounds to believe that 
regulatory focus strategies such as promotion-focus and prevention-focus could affect the 
generation of counterfactual thoughts and semifactual thoughts to varying degrees. For 
instance, the generation of counterfactual thoughts would appear to occur more prevalently 
under circumstances when individuals are conditioned towards a promotion-focus, to which 
the incentive is driven by the introduction of change in pursuit of one’s “ideals and 
aspirations” (Higgins 1987). Under conditions whereby individuals adopt a prevention-focus 
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behavior, to which one’s chief motivation would be to avoid failing on the “obligations and 
responsibilities” (Higgins 1987), such motivations will lean towards the fashioning of 
semifactual-like thoughts that holds the consequents in question constant.  While one might 
re-consider that prevention-focused would not only motivate semifactual thoughts, it would 
give hints that it might induce counterfactual thoughts as well.  
 
However, with further probing, several lines of reasoning do lend credence to the greater 
occurrences of semifactual thoughts rather than counterfactual under the consideration of 
prevention-focus. Firstly as with study 1, a realistically small amount of counterfactual 
thoughts may arise under that of outcomes with negative valence as compared to that of 
positive valance – meaning that under positive-outcome circumstances, there will be less 
impetus for counterfactual thoughts to be conceived even if an individual is primed with 
prevention-focus. In addition, as mentioned earlier, the emotions emoted by prevention-focus 
are that of relief and anxiety as opposed to that of relief and anxiety (Higgins et al. 1986, 
Roney et al. 1995) for promotion-focus; further, regulatory goal focus heightens the emotion 
levels of individuals (Idson, Liberman and Higgins 2000). This suggests that even under 
negative outcomes, the feelings arising from prevention-focus primers are that of anxiety 
which would not be so much of “what if” (counterfactual-type) thoughts but rather factual 
thoughts that are of concerned about the present. They would also regard the outcome to be 
inevitable rather than harping on regret, hence the greater prevalence of semifactual thoughts. 
 
This prompts us to predict that when promotional-focus is primed, there would be a greater 
amount of cognitive processes that are counterfactual in nature as compared to being 
semifactual in nature. We also predict that when individuals are primed to think in a 
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prevention-focus fashion, there would be a higher incidence of semifactual cognitive 
processes rather than counterfactual natured ones. 
 
Hypothesis 1 – Under promotion-focus, we predict that with a greater tendency to 
seek after change, it would result in a greater generation of 




Hypothesis 2 – Under prevention-focus, we predict that with a greater tendency to 
maintain status quo, it would result in a greater generation of 





Role of Regulatory Focus in Influencing Disposition Effect 
Based on past literature, we are able to view two distinct behaviors under regulatory focus, 
namely promotion and prevention focuses. In summarizing, individuals with a stronger sense 
of promotion-focus will have a greater tendency to display interest on winning and 
approaching gains. The consequents that such individuals sought after would be those that 
provide them with a sense of happiness. On the other hand, individuals possessing stronger 
prevention-focus will tend to display greater ownership on not losing and that of the 
avoidance of losses. They will tend to seek after consequents that give them a sense of relief.  
 
With this in mind, we have a strong belief to wager that regulatory focus can and does 
influence disposition effect – the act when investments are determined through the selling of 
winning stocks too early and that of holding onto losing stocks too long (Odean 1998). 
Individuals who are conditioned with promotion-focus will tend to display behaviors that 
pursues their desired goals and under investment situations, this would translate to such 
individuals being focused on the possible (or as much) gains and profits that they could 
derive from their investment opportunity. Conversely, individuals adopting the prevention-
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focus behavior will tend to focus on the avoidance of making possible losses from their 
investments. 
 
While there may be countless trends that stocks might behave, we will focus on four more 
possible and likely investment trends that could well generalize and be duplicated across 
other trend patterns subsequently. The trends explored in this study include that of (1) 
downward losing, (2) upward winning, (3) downward losing with a change in the stock 
performance towards upward winning, and (4) upward winning with a change in the stock 
towards downward losing. It can and should be noted that while it was projected in Study 1 
where there are three possible outcome valences (success, failure and non-event), it is only 
realistic to restrict the outcome valences in a stock investment context to successes (upward-
winning trend) and failures (downward-losing trend), for non-events are somewhat non-
existent and unrealistic as stock investment situations. 
 
We first explore how strategies under regulatory focus may affect investment decisions under 
trends which are downward and loss-inducing in nature. Under promotion-focus, there is a 
greater emphasis on approaching gains, thus focusing on winning and gaining as much profit 
as possible would seem to the obvious desired goal. The tendency for such individuals would 
be to hold on to losses in the hope and belief that the market would turn and future profits 
would be reaped or viewed as the opportunity to make up for previous losses instead. 
Conversely, when primed with a prevention-focus, the emphasis remains at avoiding losses, 
and thus the tendency to cut losses. With this, it lends support to believe that under declining 
losing trend, individuals who possess promotion-focus will tend to hold on longer to the 
losing investments in hope of a possible turnaround while prevention-focus individuals will 
tend to sell off their investments more readily to cut further losses. Here, we predict that the 
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prevalence of disposition effect under promotion-focused manipulation as compared to 
prevention-focused manipulation under a downward losing trend. 
 
Hypothesis 3 – Under a downward losing trend, respondents who were promotion-
focused primed as compared to being prevention-focused primed 
would have a greater tendency to display disposition effect under a 
share price trend that is falling, i.e. holding on to losing stocks for 
too long.  
 
Similarly, we turn our focus towards a stock investment that is experiencing an upward 
winning trend. In reference to the previous definitions, it supports that under a rising profit-
inducing market trend, individuals primed with a prevention-focus will tend to display greater 
emphasis on making do with whatever profits they have gained initially and holding onto 
these profits, rather than risk making possible losses that would compromise their 
maintenance of their main objective in avoiding encounters with potential losses that might 
follow. To achieve this in the investment context, these prevention-focused individuals would 
probably opt to sell their existing stock despite riding on a winning trend. On the flip side, 
when primed with a promotion-focus, the emphasis would be on maximizing as much profits 
and gains as possible, based on their existing investment. These promotion-focused 
individuals would probably seek to hold onto their winning stocks for an extended length in 
the pursuit of further profits that they could garner while riding on the winning trend. We 
then predict that under an upward winning circumstance, disposition effect is emphasized 
when manipulated with prevention-focus rather than promotion-focus. 
 
Hypothesis 4 – Under an upward winning trend, respondents who were prevention-
focused primed as compared to promotional-focused primed would 
have a greater tendency to display disposition effect under a share 
price trend that is rising, i.e. selling winning stocks too quickly.  
 
While there be market situations where upward winning trends and downward losing trends 
may persist over a certain extent of time, it is also possible to witness market trends that 
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fluctuate. This could probably be in the form of a downward losing trend that turns and is 
followed by an upward winning one, as well as vice versa. Simply based on previous 
definitions and predictions stated, we would tend to observe in a losing-then-winning trend, 
individuals who were promotion-focused primed as compared to being prevention-focused 
primed, would have a greater tendency to display disposition effect under a share price trend 
that is falling., i.e. holding on to losing stocks for too long, in the formal half of the market 
trend. While this happens in the first half of the trend, the latter half would behave differently 
accordingly as with the upward winning trend. Individuals who were prevention-focus 
primed as compared to promotional-focused primed would have a greater tendency to display 
disposition effect under a share price trend that is rising, i.e. selling winning stocks too 
quickly. Likewise, during the rising portion of a winning-then-losing trend, individuals who 
were prevention-focused primed as compared to promotional-focused primed would have a 
greater tendency to display disposition effect under a share price trend that is rising, i.e. 
selling winning stocks too quickly. While this happens, in the first half of the trend, the latter 
half would then adopt the behavior where individuals who were promotion-focus primed as 
compared to being prevention-focused primed, would have a greater tendency to display 
disposition effect under a share price trend that is falling., i.e. holding on to losing stocks for 
too long.  
 
While these are generic observations that would follow from hypotheses 3 and 4, we are also 
curious and interested in our research, to investigate how regulatory focus may influence 
investment behaviors under such fluctuating trends. The particular point of interest would 
have to be in comparing the responses prior to and after the instance when market trends 
change or flex into an opposing direction. It is also with interest that we continue to explore if 
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regulatory focus will bear any significant influence in the behaviors that would occur at these 
turning points.  
 
We remind ourselves that a promotion-focus strategy drives individuals to strive towards 
winning and approaching greater gains; prevention-focus strategy reacts to avoid possible 
losses or further losses. So looking at a trend that starts off with a downward losing condition 
that later turns into an upward winning one, promotion-focused individuals who had initially 
incurred losses would appear to view the turnaround as a reassurance that their instinctive 
behavior in waiting for a recovery and potential new profits has paid off. This might just spur 
them on to hold onto their investments in the belief that their decision will lead them closer to 
the desired goal of maximizing their possible profits. Having already incurred losses which 
works against their comfort zone of avoiding losses, , this turnaround may breathe a sense of 
relief in prevention-focused individuals, and this mere switch in the trend may be the trigger 
that urges them to cut the losses earlier with whatever they could make up from  this initial 
uptrend. They may choose to sell their investments more readily than to hold onto the 
investment less they risk another turn in the trend that could incur them potential losses.  
 
To further strengthen this argument, we suggest the examination of an individual’s current 
status to its desired goal as driven by their respective regulatory focus. Henceforth, we will 
use the term “goal distance” to describe this disparity of between current loss/profit status and 
that of the desired goal. The desired goals in mention are governed by regulatory focus 
whereby promotion-focused primed individuals seek to maximize their profits while 
prevention-focused individuals seek to minimize their losses. 
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So, in the consideration of this goal distance under a losing-then-winning trend, we see that 
regardless of which primes individuals are manipulated with, they are caught on the losing 
end after the first part of the trend, i.e. they find themselves with a net loss. Since promotion-
focus individuals prefer eagerness-related prompting the maximization of their gains and 
profits and prevention-focus individuals prefer vigilance-related means prompting the 
minimization of their losses, the former’s goal distance would appear to be further apart than 
that of the latter’s. This lends support to believe that there are greater incentives for 
promotion-focus individuals to hold onto their investments longer than their prevention-
focused counterparts at the turn of the trend. As such, we predict that under a trend that is 
initially declining before rising, promotion-focused individuals will tend to hold onto their 
existing investments, and prevention-focused individuals will tend to sell off their existing 
investments more readily, after the period of the turning point in the market trend.  
 
Hypothesis 5 – In a losing-then-winning trend at the period after the trend changes, 
respondents who are primed with a promotion-focus will tend to 
hold onto their existing stocks longer than respondents who are 
primed with a prevention-focus who will tend to sell their existing 
stocks earlier. 
 
We shift our focus to another possible trend with a turnaround – a winning-then-losing trend. 
Using the similar reasoning of the goal distance here, we will attempt to infer the possible 
behavioral actions that may so result under the influences of regulatory focus. For the initial 
part of the trend, promotion-focused individuals as well as prevention-focused individuals 
will all experience a positive winning trend which would mean a resultant net gain and profits. 
We have able to reason that promotion-focus promotes the maximizing of profits while 
prevention-focus emphasizes on minimizing losses. It would seem for prevention-focused 
individuals that their desired goal or minimizing losses is not compromised as yet with their 
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initial net profits. In fact, these individuals will have a relatively safe buffer before their 
desired goal is threatened or compromised. We may be able to reckon that since the initial 
status is a net profit, the relative goal distance to which individuals are away from their 
desired goals, would have it that promotion-focused individuals will have it wider than their 
prevention-focused counterparts. As such, we are able to predict that prevention-focus 
individuals will tend to hold out their investments for an extended period of time as compared 
to promotion-focus individuals.   
 
Hypothesis 6 – In a winning-then-losing trend at the period after the trend changes, 
respondents who are primed with a prevention-focus will tend to 
hold onto their existing stocks longer than respondents who are 
primed with a promotion-focus who will tend to sell their existing 
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3.1 Research Design
 
For this study, we used a 2 (Regulatory Focus: Promotion-Focus vs. Prevention-Focus) x 4 
(Outcome Valence / Stock Performance Trend: Downward-Losing vs. Upward-Winning vs. 
Losing-then-Winning vs. Winning-then-Losing) x 2 (Type of Investment: Short-Term vs. 
Long Term) between-subjects design. Through this design, we sought to examine the effects 
of regulatory focus manipulation on the generation of cognitive processes namely, 
counterfactual and semifactual thinking, as well as its role in influencing disposition effect 
across the various stock performance trends. Other dependent measures here included that of 
affective responses related to regulatory focus (happiness, sadness, relief and anxiety) and 
counterfactual/semifactual thinking (regret and satisfaction).  
 
An online questionnaire not unalike that carried out in Study 1 was developed for this study. 
Also, a scenario-based account with multiple decision options was proposed for the setup of 
this research.  
 
 3.2 Experimental Development
 
The development of the entire experimental study spanned across several stages, placing 
together multiple components to construct the research framework. These components ranged 
from the development of test constructs and stimuli to the setting up of suitable scales and 
tests for the various dependent measures to the establishment of the detailed experimental 
procedures. The stimuli developed here included manipulation to generate self-regulatory 
goal focus manipulations, manipulation checks, thought generation, investment decision 
scenarios, valence outcomes as well as short-term versus long-term scenarios – all of which 
contributes towards building the appropriate experimental structure of this research. This 
chapter elaborates on the checks developed to measure the dependent measures which 
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includes the generation of counterfactual versus semifactual thoughts as well as affective 
responses such as cheerfulness and sadness compared to relief and anxiety that could result 
from one’s decisions over time.  
 
3.2.1 Stage A – Scenario Development
 
The study was administered utilizing scenarios as its chief stimuli. While an elaborated 
longitudinal experiment would have been ideal, scenarios were deemed as the most 
appropriate and equally effective stimuli as any other after, taking time, costs and execution 
constraints into consideration.  
 
Parallel to our choice of scenarios, studies exploring the area of thought and information 
processing, and in particular, counterfactual thinking (e.g. Roese and Olson 1993; Walchli 
and Landman 2003; Krishnamurthy and Sivaraman 2002), have often chosen and regarded 
scenarios as their choice stimuli. Such is the construct of scenarios that engages individuals in 
“stories” to capture and retain in memory all the important social knowledge (Schank and 
Abelson 1995). Scenarios “provide the basis for making judgments and decisions about the 
persons, objects and events” in those stories (Adaval and Wyer 1998). 
 
Due to the scope of this study as well as the need to manipulate outcome valences upon the 
choice decision of subjects, it was deliberated and decided that the entire experiment on a 
web-interface would effectively provide us with the necessary dynamism and features that 
could host and test the various research objectives. The following sections will elaborate on 
the formation of various elements in the experiment, tracking specifically, the choice and 
development of scenarios, varying the long and short term durations of the exercise, the 
execution of the outcome valences, thought generation checks, and affective responses. 
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3.2.1.1 Choice of Scenario
 
A review of extant literature in the field of counterfactual and semifactual thinking (most of 
which comes from studies in social psychology) indicated an extensive use of generic life 
incidents, as well as decisions and events occurring in everyday situations (e.g. Roese and 
Olson 1993; McCloy and Byrne 2002) as stimuli for their studies. Some examples included 
scenarios depicting preparations for an examination to freak accidents and allergies to 
consumables. Only a handful of recent marketing-related studies have introduced consumer 
purchase decisions as stimuli for research in counterfactual thinking (e.g. Krishnamurthy and 
Sivaraman 2002; Walchli and Landman 2003).  
 
Krishnamurthy and Sivaraman (2002) made use of computers and power surge protectors as 
their stimuli in their recent study on counterfactual thinking and advertising responses. In our 
previous study, we have established and built an experiment testing the generation of 
counterfactual and semifactual thoughts through similar scenarios. 
 
Here, in our attempt to examine the presence of disposition effect, the choice scenario crafted 
was that of a simple personal investment situation whereby participants were able to examine 
how promotion-focus and prevention-focus would affect decisions. Making it more relevant 
to the pool of participants which were made up of undergraduates, the scenario was 
developed depict a situation whereby the respondents take on the role of an undergraduate 
who is planning for a graduation trip and making an investment in some stock to possibly 
raise more money for the expenses on their upcoming trip. The basic construct of this was to 
make it most relevant to the respondents especially since not all the students are familiar with 
actual investments and the stated purpose of the stock investment also helps to moderate the 
expectations and goals achieve in this mock investment experiment. 
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 3.2.2 Stage B – Development of Goal-Focus Manipulation 
 
Under regulatory focus, promotion-focus and prevention-focus would make up the two 
components whereby respondents will be primed with. Based on past literature, there had 
been various means of primes used by various researchers to activate regulatory focus. This 
includes that of feedback on an anagram test (Roney, Higgins and Shah 1995), and 
proofreading of articles for misspellings (Zhou and Pham 2004). 
 
A couple of pretests were conducted with the primary objective of determining suitable 
stimuli choices for successful manipulations for self-regulatory goal focus – namely 
promotion-focus and prevention-focus. Two pretests were conducted to pick out the 




3.2.2.1 Manipulation of Goal Focus – Pretest 1
 
PRETEST #1: The first pretest conducted made use of a scenario depicting a tennis match in 
a tournament with promotion-focus primed at encouraging the respondents to generate 
thoughts focused at the goal of winning the match which prevention-focus was primed to 
create thoughts that respondents would generate in avoiding to lose the match. The following 
elaborates the two manipulation tests. 
 
PRETEST #1 
(Manipulation of Self-Regulatory Goal Focus: Promotion-Focus) 
Imagine that you are playing in a tennis tournament and have won the past four 
matches to have made it to the finals. It is 4.26 p.m., and the sun is beating down 
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on you. You count the strings on your racquet and bounce the ball on your racquet 
a few times, thinking to yourself: If you win this last match, you will win the 
championship title and bring home the huge trophy. 
 
Ponder on the situation and write down 4 thoughts that come to mind. 
 
(Manipulation of Self-Regulatory Goal Focus: Prevention-Focus) 
Imagine that you are playing in a tennis tournament and have avoided losses in 
the past four matches to have made it to the finals. It is 4.26 p.m., and the sun is 
beating down on you. You count the strings on your racquet and bounce the ball 
on your racquet a few times, thinking to yourself: If you lose this last match, you 
will lose the championship title and not bring home the huge trophy. 
 
Ponder on the situation and write down 4 thoughts that come to mind.  
 
 
3.2.2.2 Manipulation of Goal Focus – Pretest 2
 
PRETEST #2: The second pretest conducted adopted that of the manipulation by Higgins et 
al. (1994) by allowing the respondents to freely write about their hopes and aspirations as 
means to prime promotion goal focus while trying priming prevention goal focus, 
respondents were asked to write about their duties and obligations. Here are the 
manipulations that the respondents read:- 
 
PRETEST #2  
(Manipulation of Self-Regulatory Goal Focus: Promotion-Focus) 
In the space provided, please describe how your HOPES & ASPIRATIONS are 
different now from when you were growing up.  
 
(Manipulation of Self-Regulatory Goal Focus: Prevention-Focus) 
In the space provided, please describe how your DUTIES & OBLIGATIONS 
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3.2.2.3 Pretest Manipulation Checks
 
PRETESTS MANIPULATION CHECKS: The following was a simple manipulation 
check to measure the success of the manipulation. Respondents were asked to assess their 
experience in the tasks (manipulation) that they had just completed and ponder on the 
thoughts. The measures were pegged on a seven-point scale, depicting Promotion-focus 
attributes such as ‘winning’, ‘goal-oriented’, ‘approaching a positive outcome’, ‘focus on 
self’, and ‘expecting happiness’ on one end and other end depicting Prevention-focus 
attributes such as ‘not losing’, ‘benefit-oriented’, ‘avoiding a negative outcome’, ‘focus on 
others’, and ‘expecting relief’. The manipulation check was as follows. 
PRETEST MANIPULATION CHECK 
 
Kindly refer back to the task you have just completed and consider the exercise 
that you have just undertaken. We would like you to reflect on the experience and 
consider the thoughts you have written on the previous page by circling a number 
on the following scales that best represents your thoughts. 
 
Note: You may turn back to the previous page to view the situation and/or the 
thoughts that you have written. 
 
My thoughts were more focused on… 
 
1. Winning   Neither   (Not) Losing 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
2. Goal-Oriented  Neither  Benefit-Oriented 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
3. Approaching a Positive Outcome Neither Avoiding a Negative Outcome 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
4. Myself   Neither   Others 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
 
5. Expecting Happiness  Neither  Expecting Relief 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Here, the results we seek to achieve were to ensure that respondents under the promotion-
focus manipulation indicated greater promotion-focus attributes as their focus and conversely 





These pretests were conducted across 60 candidates made up of undergraduates from the 
National University of Singapore participating in this pretest, with 30 candidates for each of 
the pretest (with 15 for either promotion or prevention prime). The results showed that pretest 
2 was relatively more successful in eliciting the intended focus. Specifically, prevention-
focus prime produced significant higher average score of the 5 items (Cronbach’s alpha=.81) 
than did promotion-focus prime (Prevention=4.33 vs. Promotion=3.47, F(1, 28)=5.43, p < 
.05). 
 
3.2.2.5 Final Manipulation & Scenario
 
Upon reviewing the results from the pretests, we decided that for the purpose of this study, 
we will attempt to adopt primarily-used and successful manipulation as introduced by 
Higgins et al. (1994) by articulating in written form their hopes and aspirations (promotion) 
or their duties and obligations (prevention). Making it more applicable to the targeted 
respondents, they will be tasked in their manipulation in consider in the context on how their 
hopes and aspirations or duties and obligations have changed since entering the university. 
Additionally to increase its salience, respondents were asked to elaborate further on the 
efforts they have to make to fulfill their hopes and aspirations or avoid failing their duties and 
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obligations in the context of their current situation as an undergraduate, which is of great 
relevance to them. The manipulation task posed to students will be phrased as follows. 
 
Promotion-Focus Manipulation 
Describe how your hopes and aspirations are different now ever since you entered 
into the university. In addition, describe the efforts you made/would make to 
successfully attain and fulfill these hopes and aspirations. 
 
Prevention-Focus Manipulation 
Describe how your duties and obligations are different now ever since you entered 
into the university. In addition, describe the efforts you made/would make to 
avoid failing or missing out on these duties and obligations. 
 
The manipulation checks were also revised to make the checks more precise. Besides, 
pegging the contrasting attributes for promotion-focus and prevention-focus manipulations on 
the opposite ends of the scale, we also measured each attribute individually. 
Kindly refer back to TASK 1 and consider what you have written. Evaluate the 
contents of the short writeup by circling a number on the following scales that 
best represents what you have written.  
 
Note: You may turn back to the previous page to view the situation and/or the 
thoughts that you have written. 
 
 
My thoughts were more focused on… 
 














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
1c.  Choosing between “Winning” and “Not Losing”, the contents to what I have written 
were focused on … 
 
Winning   Neither   Not Losing 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
2c.  Choosing between “Approaching A Positive Outcome” and “Avoiding A Negative 
Outcome”, the contents to what I have written were focused on … 
 
Approaching a Positive Outcome Neither Avoiding a Negative Outcome 




















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
3c.  Choosing between “Expecting Happiness” and “Expecting Relief”, the contents to what 
I have written were focused on … 
 
Expecting Happiness  Neither  Expecting Relief 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
To further accentuate the manipulation, the scenarios developed for the main experiment also 
included promotion-focus and prevention-focus objectives for the respective manipulations 
groups. The mentioned scenario depicting that of an investment situation whereby the 
respondents’ objective was to earn more money for their trip expenses was incorporated with 
the respective objective slants for each manipulation type. 
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Promotion-Focus Manipulation 
This is your last year as an undergraduate! To celebrate the completion of your 
studies, your friends and you are all excited and are planning on a Europe 
vacation visiting Paris, Berlin, London, Amsterdam and Rome. It is still 12 
months before you graduate but you are really looking forward to this trip. While 
you realized that you are currently saving up for the trip, you feel that you could 
definitely do with more money that you could use to spend on the trip. After all, 
this is a once in a lifetime experience. You decided to buy 2,000 shares (at share 
price: $2.23) from GIX Corp to raise more money for your expenses on this 
Europe vacation that you have been so longing to go for. 
 
Promotion-Focus Manipulation 
This is your last year as an undergraduate! To celebrate the completion of your 
studies, your friends and you are all excited and are planning on a Europe 
vacation visiting Paris, Berlin, London, Amsterdam and Rome. It is still 12 
months before you graduate but you are really looking forward to this trip. While 
you realized that you are currently saving up for the trip, you feel that you could 
definitely do with more money that you could use to spend on the trip. After all, 
this is a once in a lifetime experience. You decided to buy 2,000 shares (at share 
price: $2.23) from GIX Corp in hope of raising more money possibly for your 
expenses on this Europe vacation that you have been longing to go for. However, 
you are also cautious that with this investment, you want to avoid losing too 






In developing the various outcome valences suited for this experiment, fluctuations to the 
stock prices and performance were used as means to demonstrate the differing outcomes 
valences in a simple fashion, which essentially could be easily interpreted by the respondents. 
In this experiment, we had set out to examine four outcomes valences – namely, Losing vs. 
Winning vs. Losing-then-Winning vs. Winning-then-Losing. The performance of losing and 
winning stocks was simply illustrated with that of downward (declining) and upward (rising) 
stock prices respectively. As such, the outcome valence of a losing stock situation would 
have stock prices falling consistently over the time periods of the experiment while the 
outcome valence of a winning stock situation would have that of stock prices to be on the rise 
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over the time periods of the experiment.  Illustrations of the varying stock performance for 
losing and winning stock performance are as depicted as follows. 
 
LOSING STOCK PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME VALENCE 



















WINNING STOCK PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME VALENCE 

















It’s been another two weeks, and you monitor its progress. 
 
11 Feb 2005 (Purchase of Stock):  US$2.23 
 
25 Feb 2005     US$2.11 
 
11 Mar 2005     US$1.94 
 
25 Mar 2005     US$1.78 
 
8 Apr 2005    US$1.69 
 
22 Apr 2005    US$1.54 
 
6 May 2005 (today)   US$1.35 
It’s been another two weeks, and you monitor its progress. 
 
11 Feb 2005 (Purchase of Stock):  US$2.23 
 
25 Feb 2005     US$2.35 
 
11 Mar 2005     US$2.52 
 
25 Mar 2005     US$2.68 
 
8 Apr 2005    US$2.77 
 
22 Apr 2005    US$2.92 
 
6 May 2005 (today)   US$3.11 
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As the experiment was designed for the investment to span across six-periods of two weeks 
duration, the point of inflexion to which the change in the stock performance occurs after the 
third period for the latter two outcomes valences. This is to say that for the losing-the-
winning outcome valence, the stock will be on the decline for the first three periods before 
taking a rising trend for the latter three periods. Similarly, for the winning-then-losing 
outcome valence, the stock will be on the rise for the first three periods before changing and 
going on the decline in the latter three periods. The following illustrations depicted the 





LOSING-THEN-WINNING STOCK  
PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME VALENCE 
 




















It’s been another two weeks, and you monitor its progress. 
 
11 Feb 2005 (Purchase of Stock):  US$2.23 
 
25 Feb 2005     US$2.11 
 
11 Mar 2005     US$1.94 
 
25 Mar 2005     US$1.78 
 
8 Apr 2005    US$1.87 
 
22 Apr 2005    US$2.02 
 
6 May 2005 (today)   US$2.21 
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WINNING-THEN-LOSING STOCK  
PERFORMANCE/OUTCOME VALENCE 
 




















3.2.2.7 Type of Investment: Short-Term vs. Long-Term
 
One of the constructs of this experiment was to also examine the type of investments as 
perceived by the respondents. Here, we examined respondents as they took to making 
investment decisions in a shorter-term context which may be described to be an immediate 
situation, one where a quick investment to achieve the returns of the investment objective is 
made. Contrastingly, we had investment decisions that can be regarded in the light of a 
longer-term context whereby the returns of the investments are deemed less urgent and non-
immediate. To illustrate this, the scenarios were altered accordingly to show a shorter-term 
investment situation (within 4 months) and one that of a longer-term investment situation 
(within 12 months). The alternate scenarios are as shown below with the differences 
highlighted in blue. 
 
It’s been another two weeks, and you monitor its progress. 
 
11 Feb 2005 (Purchase of Stock):  US$2.23 
 
25 Feb 2005     US$2.35 
 
11 Mar 2005     US$2.52 
 
25 Mar 2005     US$2.68 
 
8 Apr 2005    US$2.59 
 
22 Apr 2005    US$2.44 
 
6 May 2005 (today)   US$2.25 
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SHORT-TERM/IMMEDIATE SCENARIO 
 
Graduation is approaching soon! To celebrate the completion of your 
undergraduate studies, your friends and you are all excited and have decided to go 
on a Europe vacation visiting Paris, Berlin, London, Amsterdam and Rome. It is 
still 4 months before you graduate and you are really looking forward to this 
trip. While you realized that you have sufficient money for the trip, you 
could definitely do with more money that you could use to spend on the trip. 
After all, this is a once in a lifetime experience. You decided to buy 2,000 shares 
(at share price: $2.23) from GIX Corp to raise more money for your expenses 





This is your last year as an undergraduate! To celebrate the completion of your 
studies, your friends and you are all excited and are planning on a Europe 
vacation visiting Paris, Berlin, London, Amsterdam and Rome. It is still 12 
months before you graduate but you are really looking forward to this trip. 
While you realized that you are currently saving up for the trip, you feel that 
you could definitely do with more money that you could use to spend on the 
trip. After all, this is a once in a lifetime experience. You decided to buy 2,000 
shares (at share price: $2.23) from GIX Corp to raise more money for your 
expenses on this Europe vacation that you have been so longing to go for. 
 
3.2.3 Stage C – Development of Dependent Measures
 
Having developed the scenario accounts, it was necessary to consider the dependent measures 
that form an essential part of the research framework. As such, the following measures were 
examined in greater details: (1) Investment Decisions (To keep existing stocks, sell 
everything, or sell and hold part of the investment) & Amount of Investment involved, (2) 
After-thoughts to outcome valence (Counterfactual Thoughts vs. Semifactual Thoughts), as 
well as (3) Affective Responses (Happiness vs. Sadness, Relief vs. Anxiety and Satisfaction 
vs. Regret). 
As part of the experiment, the possibilities of potential influences led to the inclusion of 
familiarity and past investment experience checks was factored in. Familiarity and past 
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investment experiences were factored in as checks at the end of the experiment based on their 




Through this study, we are interested to observed and examine the behavior of respondents 
under the mapped out scenarios. With the chief purposed of monitoring their investment 
decisions under the various situations and outcomes valences, we had build in several 
instances for the respondents to make their decisions as freely as they would in an actual 
investment situation. The investment decisions designed here can be broken down into two 
proceedings – first, the decision to keep all existing stocks, or to sell everything or to sell and 
hold part of the investment; second, the amount of investment they would commit to selling 
or holding. The details to these steps are elaborated further in a latter section under 
‘Experimental Procedures’.  These steps were carried out for all six-periods of the 
experimental setup.  
 
 3.2.3.2 After-thoughts & Affective Responses
 
As evident in our previous study, we have seen that thoughts are often generated after a string 
of antecedents lead to a certain consequence. Some of these thoughts formed could be fitted 
into two categories of interested here – that of Counterfactual Thoughts and Semifactual 
Thoughts. Several measures were put into place to track the presence of counterfactual 
thoughts and semifactual thoughts. After making their investment decisions over the six 
periods, respondents were instructed to list down the thoughts and feelings of the experiences 
they felt. The articulation of their thoughts and feelings helps them better focus on their 
experience going through the experiment. After they have listed down their thoughts, and the 
respondents were assessed on their Counterfactual or Semifactual intent. Respondents were 
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queried on a seven-point scale that given the chance, would they deviate (Counterfactual) or 
stick (Semifactual) to their previous decisions.  
 
Affective responses were also measured in similar fashion after their exercise of the 
articulation of their thoughts and feelings. The affective responses measured can be broken 





A total of three hundred and twenty undergraduates from Business School at the National 
University of Singapore participated in this study for course credit. The design had 16 cells 
making up of 2 (Regulatory Focus: Promotion-Focus vs. Prevention-Focus) x 4 (Outcome 
Valence / Stock Performance Trend: Downward-Losing vs. Upward-Winning vs. Losing-
then-Winning vs. Winning-then-Losing) x 2 (Type of Investment: Short-Term vs. Long 
Term). 16 sessions were required to test the fill set up of the various conditions necessary for 
this study. Each session lasted approximately an hour long. The entire study was 
administered using a web-interface in a controlled classroom setting. At the end of the 
session, subjects were debriefed and thanked for their participation.  
 
The online web-interface was deliberately designed to accommodate the scale of this 
experimental study as well as better administer the random assignment of manipulating 
outcome valences after choice decisions (unique to each subject) were made (refer to 
Appendix B for a pictorial illustration of the web-interface questionnaire). The web-interface 
also serves as a critical function to generate and reflect ‘real time’ stock prices changes and 
track the respondents cumulative losses and profiles dynamically over the six periods. In 
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addition, the web-interface tool was designed to encourage greater ease of participation as 
pretests experience showed that subjects were reluctant to list down their thoughts freely 
when instructed to write. The engagement of the respondents to take the effort to undergo the 
manipulation was pivoted to this experiment as well as the active participation of the subjects 
was crucial to make the study effective. Prior to the commencement of the experiment, 
subjects were briefed to take their time and to list down every thought that comes to mind and 
reminded that there were no right or wrong answers. The experiment was generally self-
paced by the subjects but some time-checks were built in to dutifully remind and encourage 
subjects to take sufficient time to consider and participate before proceeding.  
 
Several mechanisms were included into the design of the web-interface questionnaire. Firstly, 
a user-friendly text box was developed for subjects to capture the thoughts that came to mind, 
they were instructed to hit on the “enter” button after the entry of each separate thought. 
Their list of thoughts were generated real-time and displayed on the sidebar (as illustrated in 
Figure 3-1) for subjects to review the thoughts that they had entered.  
 
Only after the subjects were satisfied with their entries, answered all questions and fulfilled a 
unique non-visible time-check of 10 minutes (only applicable to manipulation of goal focus) 
and other appropriate time-checks for the various sections, could the subjects click on the 
“submit” button to proceed on. Such time-checks were implemented to prevent subjects who 
might have considered self-regulating the experiment at an unnecessarily accelerated pace, 
which would have otherwise compromised the intended purpose of the study. Checks as to 
the number of thoughts required were also put in place to ensure the simulations were 
thorough and effective. Checks implemented also included that of respondents having to 
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answer all questions before being allowed to proceed. These checks make up the successful 
implementation of the experiment setup. 
 
Figure 3-1: Illustration of Text Box and Sidebar for the Entry of Thoughts 
 
 
To further ensure that subjects were actively involved throughout the scenarios, they were 
instructed that they would not be able to revert to preceding accounts or past pages upon 
going on to the next page. This prompted the subjects to read the scenarios carefully before 
proceeding, as well as encouraging them to make their decisions conscientiously without the 
option of going back to edit a “wrong” or “undesired” decision and/or outcome. A “no menu” 
mechanism was developed here to prevent subjects from going back to previous pages to re-
read the accounts or change their answers.  
 
Prior to the experiment proper, the web-interface was dutifully checked thoroughly for any 
bugs to be fixed, and in ensuring that all the mechanisms were functioning as intended. 
Subsequently, it was pretested with several subjects to make certain that the ease-of-use, time 
taken, and the length of the questionnaire were appropriate and effective in achieving the 
intended purpose.  
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Experimental Study 
 
Regulatory Goal Focus Manipulation 





Solicitation of Thoughts 
Investment Decisions 
Outcome Valence 
[ Success vs. Non-event vs. Failure ] 
Cumulative Summary of Performance 
Solicitation of Thoughts 
After-Thoughts & Affective Responses 
[ CFT vs. SFT & Happiness vs. Sadness, Relief vs. 
Anxiety and Satisfaction vs. Regret ] 
Tests of Familiarity & Past Experience 
 
 
In summing up the entire process to which the experimental research was set up, Figure 3-2 
depicts the process of the entire experiment that subjects had to complete.    
 













Type of Investment Situation 
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4.1 Preliminary Analysis
 
A total of 326 responses were collected for the study, with candidates made up of 
undergraduates from the Business School at the National University of Singapore. Validation 
checks, by two coders, were conducted to ensure that the manipulation contents generated 
under the manipulation conditions were successful. A total of seven responses were discarded 
for unsuccessful manipulation of thoughts. This leaves 319 responses that were used for the 
hypotheses testing.  
 
4.1.1 Covariates Checks - Familiarity and Prior Experience
 
The level of familiarity with stock investments and their prior investment experience with 
stocks of the respondents were analyzed using ANOVAs. These two potential covariates 
were tested across all relevant measures in this study including investment decisions, the 
amount of investment committed, the after-thoughts generated (counterfactual or semifactual 
thoughts), and affective responses (happiness, sadness, relief and anxiety, satisfaction and 
regret). It was found that prior purchase experience and familiarity did not significantly affect 
the various measures (with p-values > 0.1). Essentially, the significance to these potential 
covariates did not alter the hypothesized results substantively. Henceforth, to simplify 
reporting, hypotheses testing will be reported without their inclusion.  
 
4.1.2 Reliability Checks 
 
Reliability tests were conducted for all multi-item scales employed in this study. In particular, 
for the manipulation check, we had Promotion-focus-based attributes which included 3 items 
‘Winning’, ‘Approaching a Positive Outcome’, and ‘Expecting Happiness’ while prevention-
focus-based attributes included 3 items ‘Not Losing’, ‘Avoiding a Negative Outcome’, and 
‘Expecting Relief’. Both scales achieved satisfactory internal consistency of Cronbach 
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Alphas values of 0.88 and 0.91 for promotion-focus and prevention-focus respectively.. 
Hence, the respective indices were calculated by averaging the appropriate items and 
submitted for further analyses. 
 
 
4.1.3 Goal-Focus Manipulation & Manipulation Checks 
 
A simple manipulation check was conducted here to verify the contents of the manipulation 
exercise. The regulatory goal focus manipulation process had the subjects write down both 
their hopes and aspirations (for promotion-focus prime) or duties and obligations (for 
prevention-focus prime) based on their personal experience as undergraduates in the 
university. Two coders were engaged to sieve through the contents of the manipulation 
exercise that were generated under the 10-minute manipulation section. The coders had to 
read and decide if the contents that were generated were valid or not according to the 
respective manipulations conditions that the subjects were instructed to provide. As such, 
contents were coded into two categories of either valid or non-valid manipulated content. A 
total of 326 subjects underwent the regulatory goal-focus manipulation exercise prior to their 
investment choice decisions; 163 were subjected to promotion-focus manipulations while 
another 163 were subjected to prevention-focus manipulations. After coding the validity of 
the manipulated thoughts, the inter-rater agreement was found to be 100%, with one response 
and two responses discarded from the promotion-focus pool (valid manipulation content 
assessment rate: 99.39%) and the prevention-focus pool (valid manipulation content 
assessment rate: 98.77%) prime conditions respectively.  
 
To further validate the success of these manipulations, more detailed manipulation checks 
were conducted. Mean scores of promotion-focus-based attributes were tabulated and 
compared alongside the prevention-focus-based attributes. Promotion-focus-based attributes 
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include ‘Winning’, ‘Approaching a Positive Outcome’, and ‘Expecting Happiness’ while 
prevention-focus-based attributes include ‘Not Losing’, ‘Avoiding a Negative Outcome’, and 
‘Expecting Relief’. For successful manipulation, the mean scores of respondents primed with 
the promotion-focus manipulations, should measure more than 4.00 for the promotion-focus-
based attributes and less than 4.00 for prevention-focus-based attributes. As for respondents 
primed with prevention-focus manipulations, their mean scores should measure less than 4.00 
for the promotion-focus-based attributes and more than 4.00 for prevention-focus-based 
attributes. On the comparative scale of promotion-versus-prevention-focus attributes 
(‘Winning’ vs. ‘Not Losing’, ‘Approaching a Positive Outcome’ vs. ‘Avoiding a Negative 
Outcome’, and ‘Expecting Happiness’ vs. ‘Expecting Relief’), promotion-focus primed 
respondents should rate less than 4.00 and as close to 1.00 while prevention-focus primed 
respondents should rate more than 4.00 and as close to 7.00.  
 
Based on this criterion, we were able to sieve out another three respondents whereby 
manipulations checks did not reflect the desired score. As such, two sets primed with 
promotion-focus and one set from the prevention-focus prime was taken out, leaving a total 
of 319 valid and successfully manipulated respondents.  
 
A univariate ANOVA analysis was conducted for this manipulation check to measure extent 
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Table 4-1-1: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Manipulation Checks – Promotion-focus checks (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 5.60 0.82 
Winning 20 5.30 0.86 
Losing-Winning 20 5.50 1.32 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 5.20 1.06 
Losing 20 5.20 1.28 
Winning 20 4.90 1.12 
Losing-Winning 20 4.90 1.25 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 4.95 0.83 
Losing 20 2.80 0.89 
Winning 20 3.10 0.97 
Losing-Winning 20 2.50 0.89 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 2.85 1.09 
Losing 20 2.80 0.83 
Winning 20 3.05 1.32 
Losing-Winning 20 2.70 1.34 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 




Checks) Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value 
Prime 447.904 1 447.90 386.64 0.00 
Choice 3.034 1 3.03 2.62 0.11 
Outcome 2.406 3 0.80 0.69 0.56 
prime * type 3.770 1 3.77 3.25 0.07 
prime * outcome 4.756 3 1.59 1.37 0.25 
type * outcome .050 3 0.02 0.01 1.00 
prime * type * outcome 1.006 3 0.34 0.29 0.83 





Table 4-1-2: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Manipulation Checks – Prevention-focus checks (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 2.55 1.19 
Winning 20 2.60 1.14 
Losing-Winning 20 2.75 1.21 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 2.70 1.08 
Losing 20 2.45 1.19 
Winning 20 2.70 1.17 
Losing-Winning 20 2.75 1.12 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 2.55 0.94 
Losing 20 4.85 1.31 
Winning 20 5.50 0.76 
Losing-Winning 20 5.35 1.04 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 4.80 1.51 
Losing 20 5.55 0.83 
Winning 20 5.30 0.86 
Losing-Winning 20 5.55 1.28 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 
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ANOVA (Manipulation 
Checks) Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value 
Prime 558.15 1 558.15 453.34 0.00 
Choice 1.42 1 1.42 1.15 0.29 
Outcome 3.97 3 1.33 1.08 0.36 
prime * type 2.32 1 2.32 1.89 0.17 
prime * outcome 1.23 3 0.41 0.33 0.80 
type * outcome 1.30 3 0.43 0.35 0.79 
prime * type * outcome 3.73 3 1.24 1.01 0.39 




Here, the analysis of the outcome effects showed that the manipulations were successful and 
significantly different between the promotion-focus and prevention-focus primes. For the 
promotion-focus checks, the promotion-focus condition scored higher than did the 
prevention-focus condition (x¯  promotion-focus = 5.19 vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 2.82, F(1,303) = 386.64, 
p < .001). On the other hand, for the prevention-focus checks, the prevention-focus condition 
scored higher than did the promotion-focus condition (x¯  prevention-focus = 2.63 vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 










4.2.1 Regulatory Goal Focus on After Thoughts
 
With reference to the post scenario and investment decisions questions on counterfactual 
thought or semifactual thought generation, we will attempt to test and prove the Hypotheses 1 
and 2. Here, the respondents were tasked to articulate their thoughts in writing and these were 
then coded to determine whether they were counterfactual or semifactual in nature. With 
regards to this study, we chose to use for analysis thoughts based on proportion.   
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Tables 4.2 and 4.3 report the descriptives and ANOVA results involving the 
proportion of counterfactual thoughts and semifactual thoughts generated respectively.  
Table 4-2: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Proportion of Counterfactual Considerations (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 0.49 0.31 
Winning 20 0.44 0.34 
Losing-Winning 20 0.50 0.43 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 0.30 0.29 
Losing 20 0.63 0.35 
Winning 20 0.40 0.34 
Losing-Winning 20 0.62 0.25 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 0.47 0.40 
Losing 20 0.37 0.24 
Winning 20 0.30 0.25 
Losing-Winning 20 0.27 0.20 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 0.30 0.26 
Losing 20 0.24 0.26 
Winning 20 0.20 0.21 
Losing-Winning 20 0.38 0.29 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 19 0.27 0.30 
 
 
Table 4-3: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Proportion of Semifactual Considerations (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 0.36 0.27 
Winning 20 0.31 0.29 
Losing-Winning 20 0.30 0.38 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 0.30 0.29 
Losing 20 0.28 0.29 
Winning 20 0.30 0.30 
Losing-Winning 20 0.38 0.25 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 0.18 0.24 
Losing 20 0.43 0.26 
Winning 20 0.56 0.32 
Losing-Winning 20 0.63 0.28 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 0.50 0.33 
Losing 20 0.61 0.35 
Winning 20 0.51 0.38 
Losing-Winning 20 0.47 0.31 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 19 0.36 0.36 
 
 
ANOVA (Proportion of 
Counterfactual 
Considerations) 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value 
prime 16.85 1 16.85 28.87 0.00 
type 0.40 1 0.40 0.68 0.41 
outcome 3.43 3 1.14 1.96 0.12 
prime * type 0.75 1 0.75 1.29 0.26 
prime * outcome 3.87 3 1.29 2.21 0.09 
type * outcome 2.58 3 0.86 1.47 0.22 
prime * type * outcome 8.83 3 2.94 5.04 0.00 
Error 176.80 303 0.58     
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It was suggested in Hypothesis 1 that a greater tendency towards change that comes about 
under promotion-focus manipulation, would lead to a greater generation of counterfactual 
thoughts as compared to the generation of semifactual thoughts. A simple main effect 
analysis of the outcome effects showed that the proportion of counterfactual considerations 
that are generated when primed with a promotion-focus manipulation significantly outweighs 
that of the proportion of semifactual considerations (x¯  counterfactual = .48 vs. x¯  semifactual= .30, 
F(1,303) = 24.19, p < .001). With this, Hypothesis 1 was supported.  
 
Hypothesis 2 states that under a prevention-focus manipulation, it is predicted that with a 
greater tendency to maintain status quo, it would result in a greater generation of semifactual 
thoughts as compared to the generation of counterfactual thoughts. In this consideration and 
having conducted a simple main effect analysis of the outcome effects (Table 4-3), it is 
shown that the proportion of semifactual considerations is displayed significantly more 
prevalently as compared to the proportion of counterfactual considerations, under a 
prevention-focus manipulation (x¯  counterfactual = .29 vs. x¯  semifactual= .51, F(1,303) = 35.96, p < 
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4.2.2 Regulatory Goal Focus on Disposition Effect
 
Table 4-4 reports the descriptives and ANOVA results with regards to percentage of 
investments held at period 3. 
  
Table 4-4: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Percentage of Investment Held at Period 3 (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 49.85 26.25 
Winning 20 42.95 27.80 
Losing-Winning 20 42.85 28.35 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 27.00 18.67 
Losing 20 34.50 26.45 
Winning 20 44.85 28.62 
Losing-Winning 20 46.85 29.64 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 29.50 23.28 
Losing 20 26.50 18.99 
Winning 20 33.75 24.11 
Losing-Winning 20 26.50 23.12 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 42.10 25.30 
Losing 20 31.25 22.12 
Winning 20 25.25 17.58 
Losing-Winning 20 28.25 19.75 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 19 45.63 23.48 
 
 
ANOVA (Percentage of 
Investment Held at Period 
3) 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value 
prime 4354.411 1 4354.411 7.403 .007 
type 36.579 1 36.579 .062 .803 
outcome 55.402 3 18.467 .031 .993 
prime * type 89.627 1 89.627 .152 .697 
prime * outcome 14162.918 3 4720.973 8.026 .000 
type * outcome 1086.559 3 362.186 .616 .605 
prime * type * outcome 2501.485 3 833.828 1.418 .238 
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Table 4-5 reports the descriptives and ANOVA results with regards to percentage of 
investments held at period 4. 
Table 4-5: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Percentage of Investment Held at Period 4 (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 39.75 19.90 
Winning 20 34.15 17.57 
Losing-Winning 20 33.50 20.69 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 22.00 14.18 
Losing 20 26.50 20.43 
Winning 20 37.45 23.02 
Losing-Winning 20 37.15 21.99 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 24.85 17.60 
Losing 20 22.25 14.64 
Winning 20 29.25 19.62 
Losing-Winning 20 22.85 17.09 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 34.25 19.42 
Losing 20 22.75 18.60 
Winning 20 24.00 16.43 
Losing-Winning 20 22.75 14.82 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 19 37.11 17.82 
 
 
ANOVA (Percentage of 
Investment Held at Period 
4) 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value 
prime 2007.90 1 2007.90 5.84 0.02 
choice 36.94 1 36.94 0.11 0.74 
outcome 475.32 3 158.44 0.46 0.71 
prime * type 2.64 1 2.64 0.01 0.93 
prime * outcome 7989.25 3 2663.08 7.75 0.00 
type * outcome 1017.28 3 339.09 0.99 0.40 
prime * type * outcome 1378.48 3 459.49 1.34 0.26 
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A univariate ANOVA analysis was also conducted to examine the percentage of investments 
held at period 6 and is as tabulated in Table 4-6. 
Table 4-6: Univariate ANOVA Analysis for Percentage of Investment Held at Period 6 (N=319) 






Valence Cell Size Mean Std. Deviation 
Losing 20 28.75 13.75 
Winning 20 34.90 20.32 
Losing-Winning 20 25.00 15.39 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 9.25 9.36 
Losing 20 21.00 16.51 
Winning 20 25.90 15.30 
Losing-Winning 20 28.75 16.45 
Promotion-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 14.00 13.63 
Losing 20 9.55 9.81 
Winning 20 14.50 15.47 
Losing-Winning 20 13.75 12.97 Shorter-Term 
Winning-Losing 20 25.25 14.28 
Losing 20 17.75 12.92 
Winning 20 14.50 12.66 
Losing-Winning 20 16.50 12.99 
Prevention-Focus 
Longer-Term 
Winning-Losing 19 27.63 13.16 
 
 
ANOVA (Amount of 
Investment Held at Period 
6) 
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-value 
prime 2884.74 1 2884.74 14.13 0.00 
choice 32.17 1 32.17 0.16 0.69 
outcome 615.56 3 205.19 1.01 0.39 
prime * type 580.30 1 580.30 2.84 0.09 
prime * outcome 11720.32 3 3906.77 19.13 0.00 
type * outcome 837.04 3 279.02 1.37 0.25 
prime * type * outcome 1123.93 3 374.64 1.83 0.14 




With Hypothesis 3, it suggests that under a downward losing trend, respondents who were 
primed with a promotion-focus as compared to respondents primed with prevention-focus, 
would have a greater tendency to display disposition effect under a share price trend that is 
falling – i.e. these respondents tend to hold on to losing stocks longer.  A simple main effect 
analysis comparing the outcome effects reflected that the respondents who were under the 
promotion-focus manipulation, as compared to the prevention-focus manipulation, have a 
significantly higher amount of investment that they hold on to at period 3, under the 
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conditions of a downward losing trend where stock prices are falling (x¯  promotion-focus = 42.18% 
vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 28.88%, F(1,303) = 6.02, p < .05). This lends support to Hypothesis 3. 
Furthermore, it was evident that at period 6, the amount of investments held by promotion-
focus primed respondents was significantly more than that of that held by prevention-focus 
respondents (x¯  promotion-focus = 24.88% vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 13.65%, F(1,303) = 12.34, p < .005). 
These evidences supported the Hypothesis 3. This was further illustrated with the results 
churned out based on the percentage of investments held when measured at period 41. 
 
In Hypothesis 4, it goes on to state that when share prices are rising and on an upward 
winning trend, respondents who were under the prevention-focus manipulation to have a 
greater tendency to sell their winning stocks away quicker as compared to their counterparts 
under the promotion-focus manipulation. Reviewing results at period 3 by comparing the 
outcome effects by using a simple main effect analysis showed that prevention-focus primed 
candidates tend to hold onto less investments (in other words, sell quicker) than the 
promotion-focus primed candidates (x¯  promotion-focus = 43.9% vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 29.5%, 
F(1,303) = 7.05, p < .01). Hypothesis 4 is supported by this analysis. In the analysis for 
investments held at period 6, we also see the similar trend that reinforces the validity of 
Hypothesis 4 (x¯  promotion-focus = 30.4% vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 14.5%, F(1,303) = 24.76, p < .001). 
In all, Hypothesis 4 was supported. 
 
Using Table 4-5 and taking it to Hypothesis 5, it is stated that in a losing-then-winning 
(declining-then-rising prices) trend, at the period after the trend changes (period 4), 
respondents who are primed with a promotion-focus will tend to hold onto their existing 
stocks longer than respondents who are primed with a prevention-focus who will tend to sell 
                                                 
1 It was found that a similar pattern and results were found when pegged at period 4. 
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their existing stocks earlier. As predicted, a simple main effect analysis of the outcome 
effects proved that at period 4, the respondents under the manipulation of a promotion-focus 
held onto significantly more investments than the respondents under the manipulation of a 
prevention-focus ( x¯  promotion-focus = 35.33% vs. x¯  prevention-focus = 22.8%, F(1,303) = 9.13, p < 
.005). Here, we are able to prove the validity of Hypothesis 5. 
 
Hypothesis 6 states that in a winning-then-losing (rising-then-declining prices) trend, at the 
period after the trend changes (period 4), respondents who are primed with a prevention-
focus will tend to hold onto their existing stocks longer than respondents who are primed 
with a promotion-focus who will tend to sell their existing stocks earlier. In our analysis, it 
was showed that at period 4, primed with prevention-focus respondents held significantly 
more investments than respondents primed with promotion-focus (x¯  promotion-focus = 23.43% vs. 
x¯  prevention-focus = 35.68%, F(1,303) = 8.65, p < .005), who sold their existing stocks earlier. 
This supports Hypothesis 6. 
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5.1 Summary of Research Findings
 
As a précis to this study, the findings of this research have provided reasonable evidence that 
the concepts behind the extensive research of counterfactual thinking can be applied 
analogously to better understand other cognitive processes such as semifactual and factual 
thinking. Through this study, we have pushed it even farther to examine how regulatory goal 
focus of promotion-focus and prevention-focus primes may affect and lead to the generation 
of counterfactual and semifactual thoughts. To bridge this over to a behavioral finance study, 
the more noteworthy implications derived here would include how regulatory goal focus can 
be translated towards an effect on disposition effect in investment scenarios. This was then 
taken into a context of time duration to which the investment was held – examining decisions 
made for short and long periods of investments. The multiple explorations and results of this 
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Table 5-1: Summary of Hypotheses and Results 
Hypotheses Details Comparison Conclusion 
H1 
Under promotion-focus, we predict that with a 
greater tendency to seek after change, it would 
result in a greater generation of counterfactual 





























Under prevention-focus, we predict that with a 
greater tendency to maintain status quo, it 
would result in a greater generation of 
semifactual thoughts as compared to the 



























Under a downward losing trend, respondents 
who were promotion-focused primed as 
compared to being prevention-focused primed 
would have a greater tendency to display 
disposition effect under a share price trend that 












Under an upward winning trend, respondents 
who were prevention-focused primed as 
compared to promotional-focused primed would 
have a greater tendency to display disposition 
effect under a share price trend that is rising, 










In a losing-then-winning trend at the period after 
the trend changes, respondents who are primed 
with a promotion-focus will tend to hold onto 
their existing stocks longer than respondents 
who are primed with a prevention-focus who will 




























In a winning-then-losing trend at the period after 
the trend changes, respondents who are primed 
with a prevention-focus will tend to hold onto 
their existing stocks longer than respondents 
who are primed with a promotion-focus who will 
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On the onset of developing this study, there were several objectives that were set up to be 
achieved and these have translated into some potential contributions. One of the foremost 
contributions would be translating the previous studies of counterfactual and semifactual 
thought generation to that of an influence by other primers and in this case, it was regulatory 
goal focus of promotion-focus and prevention-focus. It was addressed how manipulations of 
promotion-focus and prevention focus would create a platform to which the cognitive process 
of generating counterfactual and semifactual thoughts would take place in differing degrees.  
 
Beyond that of examining the effect of regulatory goal focus has on cognition, we stretched 
and studied how it would have an impact on decision makings – specifically in the context of 
behavioral finance, where the effect on disposition effect was addressed. Disposition effect, 
in its nature of the act when investments are determined through the selling of winning stocks 
too early and that of holding onto losing stocks too long (Odean 1998), was up-played in this 
study, displaying that regulatory goal focus does have a significant impact on it. To facilitate 
the study, we had identified four investment outcomes or trends that could take place. We had 
(A) downward-losing, (B) upward-winning, (C) downward-losing then upward-winning, and 
(D) upward-winning then downward-losing plausible trends that allowed us to examine the 
effect of our hypotheses as accurately as we could.  
 
In all, this study has placed together a paper that sets regulatory goal focus in motion and its 
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The research findings in this study have several implications across theory and practice. In 
keeping with the major emphases of this thesis, the implications and contributions will be 
discussed in these three core focuses – regulatory goal focus manipulations, the interaction of 
regulatory goal focus on after thoughts (elaborating on the generation of counterfactual 
thoughts and semifactual thoughts), as well as the effect regulatory goal focus has on 
disposition effect. In addition to the implications of the study discussed here, suggestions and 






5.3.1 Theoretical Implications 
 
In general, one of the major contributions set out in this study has been to provide systematic 
comparisons between counterfactual and semifactual thinking on a single platform as well as 
to examine how the regulatory goal focus of promotion and prevention would have an effect 
on the generation of these two genres of thoughts. To this end, the findings from this study 
have now set the basic groundwork in displaying how regulatory goal focus can influence the 
generation of counterfactual and semifactual thoughts as well as that of the decisions made in 
financial/investment context displaying that of disposition effect across the various 
investment trends and outcomes. We will, in greater elaboration, highlight some of these 
implications and future research opportunities in the sections to follow.  
 
Regulatory Goal Focus Manipulation 
Through this study, we were able to successfully implement the manipulation of regulatory 
goal focus. Both promotion-focus and prevention-focus primes were manipulated by using 
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two exercises. The first exercise, adopting the manipulation by Higgins et al. (1994) by 
allowing the respondents to freely write about their hopes and aspirations as means to prime 
promotion goal focus while trying priming prevention goal focus, respondents were asked to 
write about their duties and obligations. The second exercise, made use of a scenario 
depicting that of an investment situation whereby the respondents’ objective was to earn 
more money for their trip expenses was incorporated with respective objective slants for each 
manipulation type. This set of manipulation showed that it was possible to manipulate 
respondents into the mindset of promotion-focus and prevention-focus, and could be well 
replicated for future studies.  
 
Regulatory Goal Focus on After Thoughts 
Hypotheses 1 and 2 had set out with intentions of providing insights on how counterfactual or 
semifactual thoughts could be generated or influence as a result of the regulatory goal focus 
manipulation. In Hypothesis 1, the results displayed and supported the suggestion that when 
primed with a promotion-focus, there is a greater tendency to generate a greater proportion of 
counterfactual thoughts as compared to the proportion of semifactual thoughts. It shows us 
that the regulatory goal focus of promotion does induce a greater propensity to seek after 
change and alternatives, which results in such a derived conclusion.  
 
The influence of regulatory goal focus is further emphasized with Hypothesis 2. It was 
proven that when respondents were manipulated with a prevention-focus prime, the 
conception of the proportion of semifactual thoughts were more prevalent as compared to that 
of the conception of the proportion of counterfactual thoughts. Aligned with the basis of the 
nature of semifactual thoughts, it is that with the greater propensity to maintain status quo by 
prevention-focus primers that semifactual thoughts would surface more prominently.  
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Through proving these two hypotheses, we can conclude that regulatory goal focus does have 
a significant impact on an individual’s cognitive process. It closes the link that promotion-
focus and prevention-focus primes encourage the conjuring of counterfactual and semifactual 
thoughts respectively.  
 
Regulatory Goal Focus on Disposition Effect 
To re-emphasis: Disposition effect takes place when decisions are made to sell one’s stocks 
too early while on a winning streak and that of holding onto stocks for an extended time 
when on a losing streak. As part of the main emphasis and focus of this study was that of 
establishing certain frameworks to which disposition effect would be displayed. In this 
instance, disposition effect was placed under the scrutiny of the promotion-focus and 
prevention of regulatory goal focus. Through this study, we have managed to establish the 
relationship between regulatory goal focus to that of disposition effect through four 
hypotheses.  
 
Focusing on Hypotheses 3 and 4, we are able to conclude that both promotion-focus and 
prevention-focus primes, have significant influence over investment decisions that are 
aligned towards the fundamentals of disposition effect, to varying degrees.  
 
In Hypothesis 3, we see that under the manipulation of promotion-focus, disposition effect is 
manifest where respondents are seen to hold onto their stocks for an extend period of time in 
view on losing trend as compared to manipulation of prevention-focus. In Hypothesis 4, 
disposition effect is again illustrated when in light of prevention-focus manipulation, 
respondents deem it best to let go of their stocks more promptly than their counterparts under 
the promotion-focus manipulation. Looking at both hypotheses, we can also conclude that 
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under a promotion-focus prime, there is often a greater tendency to hold onto their stocks 
longer than their prevention-focus counterparts; it is conversely true that when prevention-
focus primed, one would have a greater propensity to sell away their stocks faster than when 
primed with a promotion-focus. 
 
This study then continued to examine the effects of regulatory goal focus when and upon the 
trend changes. In Hypothesis 5, in a losing-then-winning trend, it was noticed that promotion-
focus primed respondents chose to hold onto their existing stocks longer than their 
prevention-primed counterparts. This is probably explained by the nature of regulatory goal 
focus where promotion-focus tends to project towards an end-goal that is more positive, thus 
expecting greater profits or a longer winning recovery trend as compared to prevention-focus 
to which the end-goal would be to minimize loses and check out as soon as possible. 
 
With Hypothesis 6, it followed a trend that was winning-then-losing. Upon experiencing the 
change in fortune, the respondents that held onto more of their investments were found to be 
from prevention-focus prime respondents as compared to promotion-focus prime 
respondents. As identified that promotion-focus respondents would tend to work towards 
maximizing their profits and as such upon experiencing a sudden loss, it was proven that they 
would pull out their investments more promptly at this stage. As with prevention-focus 
respondents, their objective would be striving towards minimizing their losses – this is 
illustrated despite being dealt with the sudden downturn, they were less likely to pull out their 
investments, instead holding onto their existing investments. This is probably buffered by 
their earlier winnings and is considerably still aligned with their objective of minimizing 
losses. 
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Beyond that of establishing the relationship and effects of regulatory goal focus on 
disposition effect, this study has also served as a foray into merging cognitive and 






After having discussed about the theoretical implication, we shift our attention and attempt to 




While it holds true that regulatory goal focus is more than often an innate personality or 
attribute, we could draw some inferences from this study’s manipulation to see how best 
some form of regulatory goal focus could be formulated to influence an individual. In the 
second task of the manipulation, respondents were tasked to consider that of gaining more 
money for travel allowance (promotion-focus) or that of avoiding incurring losses that could 
affect the travel trip (prevention-focus). Through this, we observed that it is with the crafting 
of a scenario or how a situation pans out that at times does aid an individual to be conditioned 
to think differently. This shows how it is possible to create an environment or situation to 
make individuals more susceptible to a promotion or prevention goal focus. For instance, an 
insurance agent could play up on the insecurities of an individual or highlight the potential 
threat of a loss without the purchase of a certain insurance plan – using that of prevention-
focus. Of course, in demonstrating a promotion-focus, it could well be used by coaches for 
sports team in setting the winning goal in sight or in a sales context, a manager could psych 
up his sales personnel towards achieving their sales target and more.  
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It is the conditioning of an individual’s basic objective and consideration set that can be 
manipulated despite one’s innate regulatory goal focus. This study has demonstrated that its 
current extent of use is but the tip of the iceberg to which the degree of manipulation of 
regulatory goal focus could be primed and manifest in various situations and contexts.  
 
Regulatory Goal Focus on After Thoughts 
Having seen how the manipulation of regulatory goal focus influenced the cognitive process 
of thought generation though Hypotheses 1 and 2, we elaborate further on the managerial 
implications to this theoretical exploration. In Hypothesis 1, the regulatory goal focus in 
question was promotion-focus, whereby it was found that under such a manipulation, more 
counterfactual thoughts were generated rather than semifactual thoughts. Promotion-focus 
being one that focuses on reaching its objective through change and as a result counterfactual 
thoughts are being conceived. With Hypothesis 2, prevention-focus was primed, and it 
conceived with it more semifactual thoughts than counterfactual thoughts. This, adhering to 
the nature of prevention-focus which is to avoid losses, disappoint through that of 
maintaining status quo which then re-emphasizes the generation of a greater amount of 
semifactual thoughts. These two hypotheses indicate that successful priming of regulatory 
goal focus can help develop counterfactual and semifactual thoughts that can readily enhance 
one’s goal focus.  
 
In the managerial implication context, it can be seen that the follow-up of any promotion or 
prevention-focused primes with that of thought consideration or generation, can help improve 
the salience of the initial goal focus. For example, an advertiser’s prompt to encourage 
(promotion-focus) or deter (prevention-focus) a consumer’s perception towards a certain 
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selling point or product can be emphasize with greater impact by involving the consumer into 
the recollection and the conceiving of thoughts, especially that of counterfactual thoughts (for 
promotion-focus intent) and semifactual thoughts (for prevention-focus intent). This can truly 
be a subtle but yet powerful tool in the development of a marketing idea or sales pitch.  
 
Regulatory Goal Focus on Disposition Effect 
This study, in merging studies based on regulatory goal focus and that of disposition effect in 
the financial context, is in itself already a significant breakthrough and examination of 
behavioral finance. In the development and results concluded from Hypotheses 3-6, it has 
been established that by the manipulation of regulatory goal focus, disposition effect in an 
investment scenario can be displayed. Instead of breaking down each hypothesis and in 
seeing how they are applicable in the marco-business real world, we will provide an overview 
to which practical applications drawing references to these hypotheses can be utilized.  
 
As a sales pitch from a sales personnel, the results from these hypotheses provide great tools 
to draw resources which can then be applied in their interaction with their clients or 
customers. Understanding the dynamics of how potential customers/clients think or consider 
things, could well provide sales personnel to better craft their sales pitch and reasoning. It 
would be in the sales personnel’s favor, given the trend and nature of the customer’s innate 
regulatory goal focus, that he appeals to the particular focus (whether promotion-focus or 
prevention-focus) and objective that his customer may be seeking after. 
 
This study has also provided aids that could well be implemented for self-checks by an 
individual. After understanding what one’s regulatory goal focus is centered on, Hypotheses 
3-6 then paints a framework to which certain decisions made can be reviewed and checked 
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against. For instance, for an individual who’s regulatory goal focus is prevention-focus, in 
upward-wining investment trends, it would be wise to check with oneself as to whether the 
intent to let go of a particular investment is actually too early a decision, which would 
otherwise provide a better outcome should he had held on. As a businessman or decision 
maker in the investment context, these findings from the hypotheses help to predict what 
other potential competitors or rivals might be deciding to do. It also lends credence to 
understanding how the general market sentiments might be operating and how it is with this 






This study has provided a framework showing how regulatory goal focus can influence 
cognitive processes like counterfactual thoughts and semifactual thoughts, as well as 
disposition effect in the behavioral finance context. In this section, we will provide other 
areas that could be elaborated and extended as a result of this study. 
 
The outcome valances chosen in this study were simply the basic possible ones. One possible 
expansion would be to examine how the fundamental findings from this study can be 
translated and replicated across other investment trends and valences. In addition, as a natural 
progression from the basis of this study, we could explore other behavioral finance 
phenomenon that could well be explained or be influence by regulatory goal focus or 
cognitive processes like counterfactual and semifactual thoughts. 
 
One interesting aspect that could be examined would be the use of reference points such as 
‘targeted profit’ and ‘maximum acceptable loss’. These reference points to an individual 
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could possibly have significant bearings on the decisions that are to be made. As with 
regulatory focus systems, whereby promotion-focused individuals are more sensitive to gains 
and non-gains while prevention-focused individuals are more sensitive to losses and non-
losses (Higgins, Shah, and Friedman 1997), it gives reason to believe that reference points 
such as ‘targeted profit’ and ‘maximum acceptable loss’ by an individual could possibly vary 
and thus affect decisions. 
 
Another area of research that could be explored would be the nature of the investment – a 
short term investment versus that of a long term investment. The nature of investments would 
differ and this could place upon the individual who invests to make decisions differently in 
both types of situations. Also, it will be interesting to see how this also translates to the 
amount of investments involved, as to whether the investment is huge or small.  
 
Having seen how regulatory goal focus does affect the generation of counterfactual and 
semifactual thoughts, it would be interesting to explore how prefactual thoughts of 
counterfactual and semifactual in nature could in turn used to influence regulatory goal focus 
in particular instances and contexts. Expanding from this notion and as seen in Study 1 where 
counterfactual thoughts and semifactual thoughts can have an effect on future purchase 
behaviors, we propose that such after thoughts when investors speculate and conjure such 
thoughts, can affect their future investments decisions are affected. This, too, makes for a 
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Promotion-focus – oriented around the objective that propels an individual towards winning, 
and achieving by means of change, and prevention-focus – pegged on the objective that 
maintains status quo, and in avoiding losses. These two regulatory goal focus has form the 
pivots of this study and research. While the intricacies of the regulatory goal focus concept 
are simply inexhaustible, we have put in place a framework to which we are able to peg the 
influence of regulatory goal focus on an equally intriguing cognitive process of 
counterfactual thinking and semifactual thinking.  
 
Beyond this, the merge between marketing and behavioral finance has been broached through 
this study. Framed alongside varying investment trends, and the manipulation of regulatory 
goal focus, this study has successfully pieced together a proposition to for disposition effect 
to be illustrated.  
 
The interactions that this study has brought to surface, have a far reaching effect, extending 
not only to theoretical implications, but extending its reach to the realism of actual 
investment contexts.  
APPENDIX A: DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES FOR 
STUDY 1 
Picture this. You have just moved into a new apartment and have been scouting around to 
furnish it. One on the items on your list is to purchase a new stereo system. You checked out 
the different stores and asked your friends for their opinions, before shortlisting two 
competitively-priced stereo systems to make your choice on. These two brands, A and B, are 
equally compelling to you and are differentiated by a power surge protector feature in A and 
compact satellites in Brand B. Now, you have to decide on which system to go with.  
 
Such a scenario account is not uncommon; it depicts typical situations and instances where 
consumer purchase decisions come into play. To provide a better understanding and closer 
integration of past literature with the predictions of this study, we will henceforth use the 
above-painted scenario as a guide for the development of the hypotheses.  
 
Thought Manipulation on Choice Decision 
As with past studies, counterfactual and semifactual thinking have been used as primes to 
solicit the various behavioral responses in social psychological research (e.g. McCloy and 
Byrne 2002; Tsiros and Mittal 2000). More recently, these cognitive processes have been 
successfully operationalized as primes in the marketing context, in an attempt to influence 
consumer purchase decisions (e.g. Krishnamurthy and Sivaraman 2002; Walchli and 
Landman 2003). To date, studies arising from both fields of social psychology and marketing 
have complemented each other in breaking new grounds. To this end, this study seeks to 
further the research on counterfactual and semifactual thinking, by using some of these 
concepts and applying them to marketing and consumer behavioral perspectives.    
 
Coming back to the scenario on the stereo system purchase decision, one would expect that 
the choice made without thought manipulation, to be randomly distributed across both brands, 
given similar prices, and equally attractive features. When manipulated to think 
counterfactually, one is conditioned to consider thoughts that deviate from actual outcomes. 
Often, the outcomes that people want to change are ones that are not desirable, such as 
failures. This generates upward counterfactual thinking, which corrects failure outcomes by 
mutating some antecedent(s). Upward counterfactuals tend to be used as references for future 
action, which resultantly generates greater preparative consequences. It also makes salient 
those scripts that are necessary to facilitate success (e.g. Roese 1994). This realization of 
alternatives should make positive outcomes a more likely goal for the future (e.g. Johnson 
and Sherman 1990). As such, with counterfactual manipulations, one may be primed to be 
more attuned towards considering possible failure outcomes and avoid future encounters with 
failure. We predict that when subjected to counterfactual manipulations, one would have a 
greater tendency to consider potential failures like a power surge and choose the brand with 
the power surge protector feature to avoid failure. 
 
Hypothesis 1: When primed to think counterfactually, the tendency to choose the 
brand with the power surge protector (Brand A) will be significantly 
higher compared to the conditions without prime. 
 
While upward counterfactuals may generate preparative functions as a result of contrast 
effects (which is to compare actual failure outcomes to possible alternative outcomes), 
semifactual thoughts function differently. Semifactual outcomes are, by definition, identical 
to factual outcomes (McCloy and Byrne 2002). This suggests that semifactual thoughts are 
not as susceptible to contrast effects and would generate greater inertia to deviate from actual 
outcomes. As such, semifactually-primed respondents may be less attuned towards 
considering possible failure outcomes. We are able to predict that when subjected to 
semifactual manipulations, one would be less inclined to consider failures like a power surge, 
as compared to people who had been counterfactually-primed; this making their choice 
decision to be as random as people who had not been manipulated. 
 
Hypothesis 2: When primed to think semifactually, the tendency to choose the brand 
with the power surge protector (Brand A) will not be significantly 
different from the conditions without prime. 
 
Choice Decision and Outcome Valence 
So, after making the purchase decision, consumers often use and test their purchase(s) and 
this goes on till they encounter an incident or an event that could possibly lead to an outcome. 
The outcome, depending on the situation, could potentially be either a success or a failure. To 
elaborate on this in a clearer perspective, the use of the stereo system scenario will be adapted 
to describe this occurrence. The incident, after the purchase of the stereo system, could come 
in the form of a power surge that had struck the apartment, outcomes may then be justified to 
be a success if the stereo system still functions fine, or a failure should the stereo system be 
fried or affected. In the event when nothing happens, and life goes on, these situations are 
termed as non-events.  
 
In bringing both choice decision and outcome valence together, we put forth this study, with 
a design consisting of six potential outcomes, which was framed by the two factors – 2 
(Choice Decision: Brand A with power surge protector feature vs. Brand B without power 
surge protector feature) x 3 (Outcome Valence: Success vs. Non-Event vs. Failure). All six 
combinations have been mapped out in Table A-1.  
 
Table A-1: Outcomes Generated from Interaction between Choice Decision and 
Outcome Valence 
Outcome Valence /  
Choice Decision  Success Non-Event Failure 
Brand A  
(With Power Surge Protector) Outcome 1 Outcome 2 Outcome 3 
Brand B  
(Without Power Surge Protector) Outcome 4 Outcome 5 Outcome 6 
 
 
Outcome 1: Success outcome preceded by a choice decision inclusive of the power 
surge protector feature.  
Outcome 2: Non-Event outcome preceded by a choice decision inclusive of the 
power surge protector feature.  
Outcome 3: Failure outcome preceded by a choice decision inclusive of the power 
surge protector feature.  
 
Outcomes 1 to 3 present three conditions as a result of choosing Brand A, (choice with the 
power surge protector feature). An alternative antecedent here, with regards to the choice 
decision, would be to choose Brand B (choice without the power surge protector feature). 
 
Outcome 4: Success outcome preceded by a choice decision excluding the power 
surge protector feature.  
Outcome 5: Non-Event outcome preceded by a choice decision excluding the power 
surge protector feature.  
Outcome 6: Failure outcome preceded by a choice decision excluding the power 
surge protector feature.  
 
Alternatively, outcomes 4 to 6 could result should Brand B (choice without the power surge 
protector feature) be chosen. Here, Brand A (choice with the power surge protector feature) 
would then be the alternative choice that could have been chosen instead.  Outcomes 1 to 6 
are defined as such and will henceforth be used in illustrating the hypotheses that follow. 
 
As with all success and failure outcomes, the occurrence of an incident such as a power surge 
(an antecedent-based factor of exceptionality) is the chief stimulus for the eventual valence of 
the outcome. The non-event outcomes maintain status quo, only differing in the choice 
decisions that were made (either with or without the option of the power surge protector). For 
these outcomes, life carries on without the occurrence of any incident such as the power surge. 
So using back the stereo system scenario, we have, in the conditions where Brand A was 
chosen (Outcomes 1-3), a greater expectancy (an outcome-based factor) that their eventual 
outcome should not be a failure due to the cause a power surge as their choice supposedly 
protects them from such a failure. However, in the instances when Brand B was chosen 
(Outcomes 4-6), there should be a lower expectancy that their eventual outcome should be 
protected against a power surge.  
 
Effects on Counterfactual Thoughts 
In general, people tend to have a greater tendency to deviate from undesired outcomes that 
they may deem as failures. To effectively deal with such situations, individuals would 
generate alternative possibilities in search of a better and more desired outcome. This process 
of undoing a negative outcome by mutating certain antecedents is identical to that of upward 
counterfactual thinking.  
 
The generation of upward counterfactual thinking may be potentially amplified when 
eventual failure outcomes are preceded with a choice decision (as with the scenario, the brand 
without the power surge protector feature, similar to Outcome 6) that suggests that a “wrong” 
choice decision was made, as the alternative brand (Brand A) could have potentially provided 
assurance against the power surge. In such situations, the magnitude of the amplification to 
which counterfactuals are generated, would tend to be much more prevalent compared to 
other outcomes (Outcomes 1-5).  
 
Along with substantial support from past studies that reflects the prevalence of counterfactual 
thought generation in the face of failure or negative outcomes as compared to success or 
positive outcomes (e.g. Gavanski and Wells 1989; Gilovich 1983; Landman 1987; Wells et al. 
1987; Sanna and Turley 1996), the following hypotheses were formulated.  
 
Hypothesis 3a: When encountered with failure outcomes, the generation of 
counterfactual thoughts will be predominantly generated, and will 
be significantly higher than with success and non-event outcomes.  
Further,  
 
Hypothesis 3b: When encountered with a failure outcome after choosing the brand 
(Brand B) without the surge protector (Outcome 6), the generation of 
counterfactual thoughts will be significantly higher than with the 
other conditions (Outcomes 1-5). 
 
Effects on Semifactual Thoughts 
Having considered the prevalence of counterfactual thinking in failure outcomes, let us 
consider the generation of semifactual thoughts across the various outcome valences. 
Although only a few studies have been conducted to predict the generation of semifactual 
thoughts across outcome valences, it is intuitive that people encountering failure outcomes 
would have less of a tendency to remain status quo or be comfortable with the undesired 
consequent (e.g. Landman 1987; Roese and Olson 1995). They would tend to deviate away 
from negative outcomes than to remain satisfied with it. 
 
Semifactual thinking, contrary to counterfactual thinking, is generated when antecedents are 
mutated but yet keep the outcome constant. As such, the opposite effect of striving under 
success outcomes may be predicted for semifactual thinking. Under circumstances when 
outcomes are deemed successful or positive, respondents have greater inertia to shift away 
from the actual outcomes (e.g. Gavanski and Wells 1989; Gilovich 1983). This lends support 
to the formation of semifactual thoughts and hence the prediction that success outcomes 
would tend to generate more semifactual thoughts than other outcomes.  
 
Hypothesis 4a: When encountered with success outcomes, the generation of 
semifactual thoughts will be predominantly generated, and will be 
significantly higher than with non-event and failure outcomes.   
 
Following this, it would perhaps paint a clearer picture by introducing the stereo system 
scenario here to illustrate the effect of generating semifactual thoughts. In the earlier section, 
we had also predicted that counterfactual thoughts are more likely to be generated in 
situations similar to Outcome 6 as compared to the other conditions. So building on this, as 
well as the hypothesis that success outcomes encourage the generation of semifactual 
thoughts, it can be further predicted that a potential situation like Outcome 4, where success 
occurs even after having chosen a brand without the power surge protector (Brand B), may 
create a greater propensity to not to deviate from the outcome. In such situations, the inertia 
to shift from the current situation would increase since one would seemingly enjoy not only 
the success without opting for the surge protector, one might also consider that the “added” 
feature that was chosen . All these motivations would effectively give rise to the generation 
of semifactual thinking. Hence, it would be logical to deduce that the presence of semifactual 
thoughts would be comparatively lower as compared with the other conditions (Outcomes 1-3, 
5-6).   
 
Hypothesis 4b: When encountered with a success outcome after choosing the brand 
(Brand B) without the surge protector (Outcome 4), the generation of 
semifactual thoughts will be significantly higher than with the other 
conditions (Outcomes 1-3, 5-6).  
 
Effects on Factual Thoughts 
While this study places a great deal of its emphases on counterfactual and semifactual 
thoughts, we acknowledge the presence of factual thoughts that are generated alongside the 
non-factual thoughts (e.g. Byrne and Tasso 1999; Fillenbaum 1974; Johnson-Laird and Byrne 
1991). Factual thoughts are often articulated with regards to presupposed certainties of 
antecedents (including purchase decision) and outcomes.  
 
This study proposes that the generation of factual thoughts would vary with different 
outcome valences. As such, it suggests that failures would tend to generate less factual 
thoughts, as individuals in such outcomes would tend to be more preoccupied about the 
alternatives and different possibilities (the formation of more counterfactual thoughts, see 
Section 2.7.3; Gavanski and Wells 1989; Gilovich 1983; Roese and Olson 1995), to deviate 
from its current outcome status. With successes, the outcome is highlighted, though with less 
tendency than with failure outcomes to deviate from it (the formation of more semifactual 
thoughts, see Section 2.7.4). Hence, the formation of less factual thoughts would occur here 
as well. However, non-event outcomes would have a greater tendency for individuals to peg 
less emphasis on the outcome, as the events continues with the status quo and are somewhat 
not different from a normal setting. The prediction in such outcomes would be to conceive 
more factual thoughts on their choice decision and the product attributes instead being 
concerned about deviating from the outcome by speculating in alternative antecedents (e.g. 
Byrne and Tasso 1999).  
 
Hypothesis 5: When encountered with non-event outcomes, the generation of factual 
thoughts will be predominantly generated, and will be significantly 
higher than with success and failure outcomes. 
 
That said, the generation of factual thoughts in non-events will potentially not differ within 
the two conditions (differentiated by choice decision) of the stereo system scenario. This is so, 
as with either brand of the stereo system chosen, it would appear to one that life goes on as 
per normal, taking the stereo system brand for just what it is.  
 
Effects on Attitudinal Evaluations, Attribution & Affective Responses 
The interaction between choice decisions and outcome valences impacts the postpurchase 
formation of attitudes, attribution and affective responses. Attribution can be derived from the 
causal relationship between the choices made and the outcomes encountered (e.g. Wells and 
Gavanski 1989). Successes are often regarded as intended and attributed internally while 
failures are unexpected and undesired, leading one to relate it to external factors (Parducci 
1968). With this, we predict that failure outcomes will generate greater external attribution 
while internal attributions are more prevalent in success outcomes.   
  
Further, affective responses as well as attitudinal evaluations following the interactions of 
outcome valences and choice decisions are explored. The four classifications of affective 
responses researched in this study are positive versus negative feelings, as well as satisfaction 
versus regret. The affective responses across the various outcome valences can be intuitively 
established. It can be deduced that success outcomes beget positive feelings as well as higher 
levels of satisfaction; while failure outcomes tend to bring about negative feelings and 
possibly, more regret. Similar to affect, positive attitudes are derived out of success situations 
and negative attitudes with failures.  
  
Here, we believe that all three factors of affective responses, attribution and attitudes are 
related and would react in similar fashion to the outcome valances. To this end, we predict 
that success outcomes would tend to generate greater positive responses (a composite of 
affect [positive feelings and satisfaction], attribution [internal] and attitudes) towards the 
choice brand, than the other outcomes; and failure outcomes to generate lower levels of 
negative responses (a composite of affect [negative feelings and regret], attribution [external] 
and attitudes) towards the choice brand as compared to the other outcomes.  
Hypothesis 6a: When encountered with success outcomes, positive postpurchase 
responses (comprising of affect [positive feelings and satisfaction], 
attribution [internal] and attitudes) towards the choice brand will be 
significantly higher than failure outcomes. 
 
Hypothesis 6b: When encountered with failure outcomes, negative postpurchase 
responses (comprising of affect [negative feelings and regret], 
attribution [external] and attitudes) towards the choice brand will be 
significantly higher than success outcomes. 
 
However, the situation changes slightly when choice decision is factored into the outcome 
valences. Again, we use the stereo system scenario to illustrate this.  Within success 
outcomes, one may choose to buy Brand A, and experienced a product that had successfully 
protected them from a potential failure (power surge) or choose Brand B, which conjures up a 
situation where avoiding the potential failure was a fortunate turn of events as their product 
choice did not have a measure guaranteeing the prevention of the failure. In the former 
situation, there would be a greater tendency to feel more satisfaction with the brand chosen 
while the latter situation which would still result in positive feelings but these feelings are 
possibly generated out of relief. We predict that in success outcomes, making the “effective” 
choice (Brand A) that had effectively prevented the potential failure would generate greater 
levels of positive responses (a composite of affect [positive feelings and satisfaction], 
attribution [internal] and attitudes) towards the brand choice than Brand B.  
 
Hypothesis 6c: Within success outcomes, positive postpurchase responses 
(comprising of affect [positive feelings and satisfaction], attribution 
[internal] and attitudes) towards the choice brand will be 
significantly higher when accompanied with a “right” choice 
decision (Brand A/Outcome 1) than with a “lucky” choice (Brand 
B/Outcome 4). 
 
Leading on to failure outcomes, the interplay of choice decisions with outcome valences also 
exists. For instance, choosing Brand B, which did not protect the stereo system against the 
failure of the power surge would inevitably induce feelings of regret and negative feelings 
towards the brand. However, consider the situation when one had bought Brand A which 
supposedly had a preventive feature against power surges, but the eventual outcome was a 
failure as a result of a power surge. This situation of buying a product that failed for 
something it was supposed to safeguard against possibly pent up an overwhelming level of 
mistrust and anger. We predict that in failure outcomes, prior choice of an “unreliable” brand 
(Brand A), may possibly induce significantly more negative responses (a composite of affect 
[negative feelings and regret], attribution [external] and attitudes) towards the brand choice, 
than with choosing Brand B.  
 
Hypothesis 6d: Within failure outcomes, negative postpurchase responses 
(comprising of affect [negative feelings and regret], attribution 
[external] and attitudes) towards the choice brand will be 
significantly higher when accompanied with an “unreliable” choice 
decision (Brand A/Outcome 3) than with a “wrong” choice (Brand 
B/Outcome 6). 
 
While having considered the various postpurchase responses of affect, attribution and 
attitudes with regards to success and failure outcomes, the predictions to non-event outcomes 
are tentative. The general belief is that non-event outcomes would tend to generate somewhat 
favorable responses as such consumers may be satisfied with their purchases but have yet to 
make a conclusive evaluation having no occurrences that prompt a judgment of either success 
or failure.  
 
Effects on Future Purchase Decisions 
Based on earlier predictions on the affective responses especially satisfaction and regret, we 
may be able to deduce some notion of how the interactions of choice decisions and outcome 
valences might have similar affect on the future purchase decisions of related products. 
Consider that after the purchase of the stereo system, you are contemplating on purchasing a 
washing machine. This decision to buy a particular brand of washing machine may be 
influenced strongly by prior purchase experiences. For the purpose of the development of the 
hypotheses, we will consider two brands of washing machine, both similarly priced and 
equally desirable with varying features. Incidentally, washing machine Brand A features 
attributions without a power surge protector while washing machine Brand B features 
amongst its attributes a power surge protector. 
 
With no bearing of past successes or failures to influence their choices, we predict that in the 
non-event outcomes, the choice of washing machine to purchase would tend to be randomly 
distributed across the available brands.  
 
Hypothesis 7a: When encountered with non-event outcomes, the tendency to choose 
the washing machine brand with the power surge protector (Brand 
B) will not be significantly different from choice of the brand 
without the power surge protector (Brand A). 
 
However, when one had experienced past failures, they would tend to avoid making similar 
mistakes and take measures to prevent it in future purchases. Even so, it would be hard to 
predict future purchase decisions solely based on past experience (outcome valences), till we 
bring in its interaction with prior choices made. With past failure experiences, and having 
bought an “unreliable” product previously, there might be a lower tendency to trust a similar 
feature in the future as compared to having bought a “wrong” product that had prevented the 
failure outcome previously. Arising with the latter situation, might be a greater compulsion to 
look out for specific preventive measures to avoid a repeat of the failure outcome with their 
past experience.  As such, we predict that within failure outcomes, there is a higher tendency 
to choose Washing Machine Brand B in circumstances when the past stereo system choice 
decision did not possess a surge protector (Stereo System Brand B/Outcome 6) compared to 
choice with a surge protector (Stereo System Brand A/Outcome 3). 
 
Hypothesis 7b: When encountered with failure outcomes, past experience with a 
“wrong” product (Stereo System Brand B/Outcome 6) would have a 
greater tendency to choose the washing machine brand with the 
power surge protector (Brand B) compared to past experience with 
an “unreliable” product (Stereo System Brand A/Outcome 3). 
 
With past success outcomes, one might be contented and be keen to keep the status similar, 
thus not wanting to deviate from the desirable outcome. Again, outcome alone does not lend 
sufficient information to predict future purchase decisions with related products. So when 
success outcomes are accompanied by previous purchase of a “lucky” product that had not 
intended to prevent failure but had nevertheless survived and enjoyed the success outcome, 
one might tend to be complacent about the preventive measure and not be as concerned about 
such considerations in future purchases. In success outcomes when prior purchase experience 
involved an “effective” choice that has assisted in preventing failure, one would tend to place 
a greater sense of trust on such measures and probably look out for such measures in future 
purchases. In relation to our scenario, we predict that within success outcomes, prior 
experience with an “effective” purchase (Stereo System Brand A/Outcome 1) would be more 
prone in selecting a washing machine with similar surge protection features than as compared 
to prior experience with a “lucky” product (Stereo System Brand B/Outcome 4). 
 
Hypothesis 7c: When encountered with success outcomes, past experience with an 
“effective” product (Stereo System Brand A/Outcome 1) would have 
a greater tendency to choose the washing machine brand with the 
power surge protector (Brand B) compared to past experience with a 
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